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Party government in 20 Democracies: an update (1990–1995)
JAAP WOLDENDORP1, HANS KEMAN1 & IAN BUDGE2
1Department of Political Science and Public Administration, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands;2Department of Government, University of Essex, UK
Abstract. The country tables of the data collection ‘Political Data 1945–1990. Party Gov-
ernment in 20 Democracies’ (European Journal of Political Research, Vol. 24, No. 1 (July
1993), pp. 1–119) are updated and corrected to the end of 1995. Errors and omissions on the
level of separate Ministers and/or Ministries have been corrected as well. These are listed as
‘changes/corrections’ in the corresponding tables in the original data collection.
Introduction
In 1993 we published for the first time a full set of data concerning party
governments in 20 democracies, covering the period 1945–1990 (see:Euro-
pean Journal of Political Research, Volume 24, no. 1, pp. 1–119). To our our
satisfaction we have noticed that this data-collection has been used by many
comparativists as well as by country specialists. On the one hand, it appears to
be a useful instrument for research in coalition politics and related theory; on
the other hand, it is widely used as a source for developing variables to analyse
public policy-formation, government behaviour and comparative research on
parties in and out government. At the same time, however, some colleagues
have pointed to errors in the original publication, and it is the correction of
these data, together with what we hope will be a useful update of the figures
to the end of 1995, that has prompted this new supplementary report. In this
article we have chosen to (re)print thecountry tableswhich open the presen-
tation of the data of each country. The tables have been completely corrected
and now run until 1996 (as far as data were available). Partly these data are
derived from the Political Data Yearbooks as published in this Journal and
partly we checked – as we did originally –Keesing’s Contemporary Archives.
This has led to a number of corrections, particularly in the figures for the
duration of governments (DUR), the number of ministers (NOM), and, to
a lesser extent, the participation of parties in government and their seats in
See EJPR Vol. 22, no. 4 (1992), Vol. 24, no. 4 (1993), Vol. 26, no. 3/4 (1994), and Vol.28,
no. 3/4 (1995).
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parliament (PY). The new data have been added, of course, in the same format
as applied in the original tables (see also below).
Below each of the country-tables we have added explanatory notes where
necessary, followed bychanges/correctionsin the other tables. These tables,
which can be found in the original data-book, contain information on the
level of separate ministries(i.e. party affiliation; competences and portfolios;
individual features like name and sex: seeEJPR, Vol. 24, no. 1: 7). These
changes/corrections are presented as follows:
  pagenumber(which refers to the original special issue and the hardback
edition by Kluwer, 1993)
  number of government (#)
  office and/or competence(s)
  name of minister and party affiliation
For example: under the updated country Table forFinlandone will find:
page 40
# 38 Health: * Eskelinen, K.-H. (KESK)
This correction shows that – in comparison with the original issue – the party
affiliation is now available.
In order to make the tables understandable for those who wish to use this
update independentlyfrom the original publication we reprint here the format
of the data set.
Glossary of format of data set and stucture of presentation
The information is presented by country and by government. The basic format
is as follows: cases represent governments (= rows) and variables represent
data on and within each government (= columns). Party names follow the
Mackie/Rose coding, names of individuals are spelled according to the origi-
nal language and sex will be indicated (by means of an asterisk = * for female
Ministers). The structure of the tables for each country is as follows:
Gov = Number of government
Begin = Date of investiture of government
End = Date of termination of government
Dur = Duration of government in days
RfT = Reason for termination of government
ToG = Type of government
Py = Government party, seats in parliament
CPG = Political complexion of parliament and government
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NoM = Number of ministers in government (only full
cabinet members, no Ministers of State,
Junior Ministers etc. unless stated otherwise)
Prime Minister (py) = self explanatory (party)
NONA = non-aligned
IND = Independent
Reason for Terminationis a classification for modes of termination:
1. Elections.
These include any election stipulated by law or constitution as well as
anticipated elections, which are not required by law;
2. Voluntary resignation of the Prime Minister.
3. Resignation of the Prime Minister due to health reasons.
Both these last two reasons should be considered as non-political ones,
but mode 2 may well be a cover-up for factional dispute within a party or
government (as for instance in Japan). Yet, since we cannot distinguish
‘real’ from ‘fake’ reasons, we have accepted them entirely on face value.
4. Dissension within government.
This covers those instances when either a coalition breaks up without
external pressure or when there are publicized quarrels and/or movement
of personnel. Often these incidents are not discussed in the literature since
in many cases they have no visible consequence for a government defined
in a more relaxed way than we have defined it here.
5. Lack of parliamentary support.
This reason for termination, of course, lies at the heart of any parliamen-
tary democracy. We have counted here every instance when parties either
withdrew support from government, or there occurred a (successful) vote
of no confidence (or similar parliamentary action).
6. Intervention by the Head of State.
Apart from semi-presidential regimes (such as Finland and France) the
role of the Head of State is much less essential for government termination
than with respect to government formation.
Types of Governmentis based on the number of parties participating and their
parliamentary status. The following six types of government make up our
classification:
1. Single Party Government: one party takes all government seats.
2. Minimal Winning Coalition: all participating parties are necessary to form
the government.
3. Surplus Coalition: this comprises those coalition governments which
exceed the minimal-winning criterion.
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4. Single Party Minority Government: the party in government does not
possess a majority in Parliament.
5. Multi Party Minority Government: the parties in government do not pos-
sess a majority in Parliament.
6. Caretaker Government: the government formed is not intended to under-
take any kind of serious policy-making, but is only temporarily minding
the shop.
Political complexion of parliament and governmentis an indicator which
introduces a more qualitative aspect to government composition. It attempts
to account for the relative strength of parties in government with reference
to the Left-Right dimension, through a five-point scale in which the propor-
tional shares of the Left, Centre and Right are transformed into scores (1 to
5) representing the degree of dominance of either party both in parliament
and government. It is mostly used to relate the degree of party-control of a
government to its policy guided actions. It is operationalised as follows:
1. right-wing dominance (share of seats in Government and their supporting
parties in Parliament larger than 66.6 per cent)
2. Right-Centre complexion (share of seats of Right and Centre parties in
Government and their supporting parties between 33.3 and 66.6 per cent
each)
3. balanced situation (share of Centre larger than 50 per cent in Government
and in Parliament; or if Left and Right form a government together not
dominated by one side or the other)
4. Left-Centre complexion (share of seats of Left and Centre parties in
Government and supporting parties between 33.3 and 66.6 per cent each)
5. Left-wing dominance (share of seats of Government and supporting par-
ties in Parliament larger than 66.6 per cent)
We hope that this publication of the update of governments and the corrections
regarding the additional tables will be helpful to all our colleagues working
in this field of comparative research. Finally, we would be grateful to receive
any comments and corrections regarding the data set to enable us to improve
it yet further. You can send this information to:
Hans Keman/Jaap Woldendorp





or by E-mail: JE.Keman@scw.vu.nl
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Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 13.07.45 30.10.46 475 1 1 ALP 49 5 19 Chifley, J.B. (ALP)
2 31.10.46 18.12.49 1145 1 1 ALP 43 5 19 Chifley, J.B. (ALP)
3 19.12.49 10.05.51 508 1 2 LIB 55 CNT 19 1 19 Menzies, R.G. (LIB)
4 11.05.51 08.07.54 1155 1 2 LIB 52 CNT 17 1 20 Menzies, R.G. (LIB)
5 09.07.54 10.01.56 551 1 2 LIB 47 CNT 17 1 20 Menzies, R.G. (LIB)
6 11.01.56 08.12.58 1063 1 2 LIB 57 CNT 18 1 12 Menzies, R.G. (LIB)
7 09.12.58 22.12.61 1110 1 2 LIB 58 CNT 19 1 12 Menzies, R.G. (LIB)
8 23.12.61 16.12.63 724 1 2 LIB 45 CNT 17 1 12 Menzies, R.G. (LIB)
9 17.12.63 25.01.66 771 2 2 LIB 52 CNT 20 1 12 Menzies, R.G. (LIB)
10 26.01.66 13.12.66 322 1 2 LIB 52 CNT 20 1 12 Holt, H.E. (LIB)
11 14.12.66 17.12.67 369 3 2 LIB 61 CNT 21 1 12 Holt, H.E. (LIB)
12 18.12.67 09.01.68 23 2 2 LIB 61 CNT 21 1 11 McEwen, J. (CNT)
13 10.01.68 27.02.68 49 x 2 LIB 61 CNT 21 1 12 Gorton, J.G. (LIB)
14 28.02.68 10.11.69 622 1 2 LIB 61 CNT 21 1 12 Gorton, J.G. (LIB)
15 11.11.69 20.03.71 495 2 2 LIB 46 CNT 20 1 13 Gorton, J.G. (LIB)
16 21.03.71 18.12.72 639 1 2 LIB 46 CNT 20 2 13 McMahon, W. (LIB)
17 19.12.72 11.06.74 540 1 1 ALP 67 5 27 Whitlam, E.G. (ALP)
18 12.06.74 11.11.75 518 6 1 ALP 66 5 27 Whitlam, E.G. (ALP)
19 12.11.75 17.12.75 36 1 2 LIB 40 CNT 22 2 15 Fraser, J.M. (LIB)
20 18.12.75 19.12.77 732 1 2 LIB 68 CNT 23 1 12 Fraser, J.M. (LIB)
21 20.12.77 01.11.80 1048 1 2 LIB 67 CNT 19 1 14 Fraser, J.M. (LIB)
22 02.11.80 10.03.83 859 1 2 LIB 54 CNT 20 1 14 Fraser, J.M. (LIB)
23 11.03.83 12.12.84 643 1 1 ALP 75 5 13 Hawke, R. (ALP)
24 13.12.84 21.07.87 951 1 1 ALP 82 5 17 Hawke, R. (ALP)
25 22.07.87 02.04.90 986 1 1 ALP 86 5 16 Hawke, R. (ALP)
26 03.04.90 26.12.91 633 2 1 ALP 78 5 17 Hawke, R. (ALP)
27 27.12.91 23.03.93 453 1 1 ALP 77 5 18 Keating, P. (ALP)
28 24.03.93 1 ALP 80 5 20 Keating, P. (ALP)
Gov 13: Following his election to the Federal House of Representatives in the by-election at Higgins, the PM, Gorton, announced
that he would form a new government.
Changes/corrections pp. 16–19:
























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 18.12.45 06.11.49 1420 1 3 ÖVP 85 SP̈O 76 KPÖ 4 3 13 Figl, L. (̈OVP)
2 07.11.49 01.04.53 1242 4 2 ÖVP 77 SP̈O 67 3 11 Figl, L. (̈OVP)
3 02.04.53 22.06.56 1178 1 2 ÖVP 74 SP̈O 73 3 11 Raab, J. (ÖVP)
4 23.06.56 14.07.59 1117 1 2 ÖVP 82 SP̈O 74 3 12 Raab, J. (ÖVP)
5 15.07.59 03.11.60 476 4 2 ÖVP 79 SP̈O 78 3 12 Raab, J. (ÖVP)
6 04.11.60 11.04.61 159 3 2 ÖVP 79 SP̈O 78 3 12 Raab, J. (ÖVP)
7 12.04.61 23.03.63 711 1 2 ÖVP 79 SP̈O 78 3 12 Gorbach, A. (̈OVP)
8 24.03.63 02.04.64 376 2 2 ÖVP 81 SP̈O 76 3 12 Gorbach, A. (̈OVP)
9 03.04.64 22.10.65 568 4 2 ÖVP 81 SP̈O 76 3 12 Klaus, J. (̈OVP)
10 23.10.65 18.04.66 178 1 2 ÖVP 81 SP̈O 76 2 12 Klaus, J. (̈OVP)
11 19.04.66 21.04.70 1464 1 2 ÖVP 85 1 13 Klaus, J. (̈OVP)
12 22.04.70 21.10.71 548 1 4 SPÖ 81 4 13 Kreisky, B. (SP̈O)
13 22.10.71 28.10.75 1468 1 1 SPÖ 93 5 14 Kreisky, B. (SP̈O)
14 29.10.75 09.05.79 1289 1 1 SPÖ 93 5 14 Kreisky, B. (SP̈O)
15 10.05.79 23.05.83 1475 1 1 SPÖ 95 5 15 Kreisky, B. (SP̈O)
16 24.05.83 15.06.86 1119 2 2 SPÖ 90 FP̈O 11 4 15 Sinowatz, F. (SP̈O)
17 16.06.86 20.01.87 219 1 2 SPÖ 90 FP̈O 12 4 16 Vranitzky, F. (SP̈O)
18 21.01.87 16.12.90 1425 1 2 SPÖ 80 ÖVP 77 3 15 Vranitzky, F. (SP̈O)
19 17.12.90 29.11.94 1444 1 2 SPÖ 80 ÖVP 60 3 15 Vranitzky, F. (SP̈O)
20 30.11.94 11.03.96 468 4 2 SPÖ 65 ÖVP 52 3 16 Vranitzky, F. (SP̈O)
21 12.03.96 2 SP̈O 71 ÖVP 40 3 14 Vranitzky, F. (SP̈O)


























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 Py5 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 11.02.45 31.07.45 171 4 3 CVP 73 BSP 64 LP 33 KPB 9 3 18 Acker, A. van (BSP)
2 01.08.45 10.03.46 222 1 2 BSP 64 LP 33 KPB 10 DU 13 ICAT 6 3 18 Acker, A van (BSP)
3 11.03.46 31.03.46 21 5 5 BSP 69 LP 17 3 17 Spaak, P.H. (BSP)
4 01.04.46 01.08.46 123 5 2 BSP 69 LP 17 KPB 23 3 19 Acker, A. van (BSP)
5 02.08.46 26.03.47 237 4 2 BSP 69 LP 17 KPB 23 3 19 Huysmans, C. (BSP)
6 27.03.47 25.11.48 610 5 2 BSP 69 CVP 92 3 19 Spaak, P.H. (BSP)
7 26.11.48 16.08.49 264 1 2 BSP 69 CVP 92 3 17 Spaak, P.H. (BSP)
8 17.08.49 29.06.50 317 4 2 CVP 105 LP 29 2 17 Eyskens, G. (CVP)
9 30.06.50 17.08.50 49 5 1 CVP 108 1 15 Duvieusart, J. (CVP)
10 18.08.50 14.01.52 515 4 1 CVP 108 1 16 Pholien, J. (CVP)
11 15.01.52 21.04.54 828 1 1 CVP 108 1 16 Houtte, J. van (CVP)
12 22.04.54 25.06.58 1526 1 2 BSP 86 LP 25 3 16 Acker, A. van (BSP)
13 26.06.58 06.11.58 134 5 4 CVP 104 2 16 Eyskens, G. (CVP)
14 07.11.58 01.09.60 665 4 2 CVP 104 LP 21 1 21 Eyskens, G. (CVP)
15 02.09.60 24.04.61 235 1 2 CVP 104 LP 21 2 20 Eyskens, G. (CVP)
16 25.04.61 27.07.65 1555 1 2 CVP 96 BSP 84 3 20 Lefevre, T. (CVP)
17 28.07.65 19.03.66 235 4 2 CVP 77 BSP 64 2 20 Harmel, P. (CVP)
18 20.03.66 17.06.68 821 6 2 CVP 77 LP 48 2 19 Vandenboeynants, P. (CVP)
























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 Py5 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
20 21.01.72 25.01.73 371 4 2 CVP 47 PSC 20 BSP 61 3 19 Eyskens, G. (CVP)
21 26.01.73 24.04.74 454 5 3 BSP 61 CVP 47 PSC 20 PVV 20 3 22 Leburton, E. (BSP)
22 25.04.74 11.06.74 48 x 5 CBP 50 PSC 22 PVV 21 PLP 22 2 19 Tindemans, L. (CVP)
23 12.06.74 08.12.76 911 4 2 CVP 50 PSC 22 PVV 21 PLP 12 RW 13 1 21 Tindemans, L. (CVP)
24 09.12.76 02.06.77 176 5 2 CVP 50 PSC 22 PVV 21 PRLW 12 RW 13 2 25 Tindemans, L. (CVP)
25 03.06.77 19.10.78 504 4 3 CVP 56 PSC 24 BSP 62 FDF 10 VU 20 3 23 Tindemans, L. (CVP)
26 20.10.78 02.04.79 165 1 6 CVP 56 PSC 24 BSP 62 FDF 10 VU 20 3 22 Vandenboeynants, P. (PSC)
27 03.04.79 22.01.80 295 4 3 CVP 57 PSC 25 BSP 26 PSB 32 FDF 11 3 25 Martens, W. (CVP)
28 23.01.80 17.05.80 116 5 2 CVP 57 PSC 25 BSP 26 PSB 32 3 25 Martens, W. (CVP)
29 18.05.80 21.10.80 157 4 3 CVP 57 PSC 25 BSP 26 PSB 32 PVV 22 3 27 Martens, W. (CVP)
30 22.10.80 05.04.81 166 4 2 CVP 57 PSC 25 BSP 26 PSB 32 3 25 Eyskens, G. (CVP)
31 06.04.81 16.12.81 255 4 2 CVP 57 PSC 25 BSP 26 PSB 32 3 25 Eyskens, G. (CVP)
32 17.12.81 27.11.85 1442 4 2 CVP 43 PSC 18 PVV 21 PRL 22 1 15 Martens, W. (CVP)
33 28.11.85 19.10.87 691 4 2 CVP 49 PSC 20 PVV 22 PRL 22 1 15 Martens, W. (CVP)
34 20.10.87 09.06.88 234 1 6 CVP 49 PSC 20 PVV 22 PRL 22 2 16 Martens, W. (CVP)
35 09.06.88 07.03.92 1373 1 2 CVP 43 PSC 19 PSB 40 BSP 32 VU 16 3 18 Martens, W. (CVP)
36 13.03.92 22.06.95 1194 1 2 CVP 39 PSC 18 PSB 35 BSP 27 3 15 Dehaene, J.-L. (CVP)


























Gov 22: Reason for Termination was that RW was asked to join to form a majority government.
Gov 29: PRL (14 seats in parliament) also participated in government.
Changes/corrections pp. 24–28:
page 24
# 15 Interior: Lefebvre, R. (LP)
# 25 Deputy PM: Hurez, L. (BSP)
# 26 Deputy PM: Hurez, L. (BSP); Foreign Aff: Simonet, H. (BSP)
# 27/28 Deputy PM: Spitaels, G. (BSP); Foreign Aff: Simonet, H. (BSP)
# 29 Deputy PM: Spitaels, G. (BSP)
# 30 Deputy PM: Spitaels, G. (BSP); Interior: Mathot, G. (BSP)
# 31 Deputy PM: Mathot, G. (BSP); Interior: Mathot, G. (BSP)
page 25
# 1/2/4/5 Health: Marteaux, A. (KPB)
# 15 Economic Aff: Dequae, A. (CVP)
# 19 Finance: Cools, A. (BSP)
page 26
# 27/28 Finance: Spitaels, G. (BSP); Economic Aff: Claes, W. (BSP)
# 30 Finance: Mathot, G. (BSP)
# 31 Finance: Mathot, G. (BSP); Education: Busquin, F. (PSB)
page 27
# 12 Other: Buisseret, A. (LP)
# 18 Social Aff: *Riemaecker-L., M.L. de (CVP)
page 28
# 27 Public Works: Mathot, G. (BSP); Other: Dehousse, J.-M. (BSP)
# 28 Other: Dehousse, J.-M. (BSP)
# 29 Public Works: Decroo, H. (PVV)
# 30 Public Works: Spitaels, G. (BSP)
























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 30.08.45 15.11.48 1174 2 1 LIB 125 1 20 Mackenzie, W.L. (LIB)
2 16.11.48 25.06.49 222 1 1 LIB 125 1 20 St. Laurent, L. (LIB)
3 26.06.49 09.08.53 1506 1 1 LIB 193 1 22 St. Laurent, L. (LIB)
4 10.08.53 29.06.57 1420 1 1 LIB 171 1 21 St. Laurent, L. (LIB)
5 21.06.57 30.03.58 283 1 4 CON 112 1 20 Diefenbaker, J.G. (CON)
6 31.03.58 08.08.62 1592 1 1 CON 208 1 20 Diefenbaker, J.G. (CON)
7 09.08.62 21.04.63 256 5 4 CON 116 1 20 Diefenbaker, J.G. (CON)
8 22.04.63 17.12.65 971 1 4 LIB 129 1 24 Pearson, L.B. (LIB)
9 18.12.65 20.04.68 855 2 4 LIB 131 1 23 Pearson, L.B. (LIB)
10 21.04.68 05.07.68 76 1 4 LIB 131 1 25 Trudeau, P.E. (LIB)
11 07.07.68 26.11.72 1604 1 1 LIB 155 1 20 Trudeau, P.E. (LIB)
12 27.11.72 07.08.74 619 5 4 LIB 109 1 20 Trudeau, P.E. (LIB)
13 08.08.74 03.06.79 1761 1 1 LIB 141 1 29 Trudeau, P.E. (LIB)
14 04.06.79 02.03.80 273 5 4 CON 136 1 11 Clark, J. (CON)
15 03.03.80 29.06.83 1214 2 1 LIB 147 1 27 Trudeau, P.E. (LIB)
16 30.06.83 16.09.84 445 1 1 LIB 147 1 25 Turner, J.N. (LIB)
17 17.09.84 06.12.88 1541 1 1 CON 211 1 29 Mulroney, B. (CON)
18 07.12.88 24.06.93 1672 2 1 CON 170 1 22 Mulroney, B. (CON)
19 25.06.93 03.11.93 132 1 1 CON 156 1 25 *Campbell, K. (CON)
20 04.11.93 1 LIB 177 1 23 Chrétien, J.-C. (LIB)
Changes/corrections pp. 29–32:
page 29
# 15 Deputy PM: MacEachen, A.J. (LIB); Foreign Aff: MacGuigan, M. (LIB); Defence: Lamontagne, G. (LIB); Interior:


























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 08.11.45 12.11.47 735 5 4 LIB 38 [RAD 11] 1 14 Kristensen, K. (LIB)
2 13.11.47 14.09.50 1037 5 4 SD 57 [RAD 10] 5 16 Hedtoft, H. (SD)
3 15.09.50 26.10.50 42 5 4 SD 59 4 14 Hedtoft, H. (SD)
4 27.10.50 04.05.53 921 1 5 CON 27 LIB 32 1 13 Eriksen, E. (LIB)
5 05.05.53 29.09.53 148 1 5 CON 26 LIB 33 1 13 Eriksen, E. (LIB)
6 30.09.53 31.01.55 489 3 4 SD 74 5 14 Hedtoft, H. (SD)
7 01.02.55 27.05.57 847 1 4 SD 74 [RAD 14] 5 13 Hansen, H.C. (SD)
8 28.05.57 19.02.60 998 3 2 SD 70 RAD 14 JP 9 3 16 Hansen, H.C. (SD)
9 21.02.60 17.11.60 271 1 2 SD 70 RAD 14 JP 9 3 15 Kampmann, V. (SD)
10 18.11.60 03.09.62 655 3 5 SD 76 RAD 11 4 17 Kampmann, V. (SD)
11 04.09.62 25.09.64 753 1 5 SD 76 RAD 11 4 17 Krag, J.O. (SD)
12 26.09.64 27.11.66 793 1 4 SD 76 [RAD 10] [SPP 10] 5 17 Krag, J.O. (SD)
13 28.11.66 31.01.68 430 5 4 SD 69 [SPP 20] 5 19 Krag, J.O. (SD)
14 01.02.68 10.10.71 l348 1 2 RAD 27 LIB 34 CON 37 1 17 Baunsgaard, H.T.I. (RAD)
15 11.10.71 04.10.72 360 2 4 SD 70 5 19 Krag, J.O. (SD)
16 05.10.72 18.12.73 440 1 4 SD 70 5 19 Jørgensen, A. (SD)
17 19.12.73 12.02.75 421 1 4 LIB 22 1 12 Hartling, P. (LIB)
18 13.02.75 24.02.77 743 5 4 SD 53 [RAD 13] [SPP 9] [COM 7] 5 16 Jörgensen, A. (SD)
19 25.02.77 29.08.78 551 * 4 SD 65 5 18 Jørgensen, A. (SD)
20 30.08.78 25.10.79 422 4 5 SD 65 LIB 21 4 20 Jørgensen, A. (SD)
21 26.10.79 30.12.81 797 5 4 SD 68 5 18 Jørgensen, A. (SD)
22 31.12.81 09.09.82 253 4 4 SD 59 5 20 Jørgensen, A. (SD)
23 10.09.82 20.01.84 498 5 5 CON 26 LIB 21 CDM 15 [CPP 4] 1 21 Schlüter, P. (CON)
























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
25 10.09.87 02.06.88 267 5 5 CON 38 LIB 19 CDM 9 [CPP 4] 1 23 Schlüter, P. (CON)
26 03.06.88 17.12.90 927 1 5 CON 35 LIB 22 RAD 10 1 21 Schlüter, P. (CON)
27 18.12.90 24.01.93 770 2 5 CON 30 LIB 29 1 19 Schlüter, P. (CON)
28 25.01.93 25.09.94 609 1 2 SD 71 RAD 7 CDM 8 CPP 4 3 24 Rasmussen, N. (SD)
29 26.09.94 5 SD 62 RAD 8 CDM 5 3 20 Rasmussen, N. (SD)
[ ] Denotes parties supporting government without participating in it.
Gov 18: Also supported by LSP (4 seats in parliament).
Gov 19: Reason for Termination is broadening of coalition.
Changes/corrections pp. 34–37:
page 34
# 25 Interior: Pedersen, T. (LIB)
# 26 Interior: Pedersen, T. (LIB)
# 27 Interior: Pedersen, T. (LIB)
page 35
# 25 Economic Aff: Jacobsen, E. (CON)
# 26 Economic Aff: delete Wilhjelm, N. (CON)
# 27 Finance: delete Rasmussen, A.F. (LIB); Economic Aff: delete *Lundholt, A.B. (CON), include Rasmussen, A.F. (LIB)
page 36
# 25 Environment: Christensen, C. (CDM)
# 26 Environment: Christensen, C. (CDM)
# 26 Industry/Trade: delete Pedersen, T. (LIB), include Wilhjelm, N. (CON)
# 27 Industry/Trade: delete Pedersen, T. (LIB), include *Lundholt, A.B. (CON); Housing: Houmand, S.E. (LIB)
page 37
# 25 Social Aff: *Stilling-Jacobsen, M. (CDM); Public Works: Christensen, F.N. (CDM), delete *Lautsten, A. (CON); Other: delete Chistensen, C. (CPP)
# 26 Social Aff: Olsen, A. (RAD); Public Works: delete *Kock-Petersen, T. (LIB); Other: delete Christensen, C. (CPP)


























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 Py5 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 17.04.45 24.03.46 342 2 3 KESK 49 SDP 50 RKP 15 LKP 9 SKDL 49 3 12 Paasikivi, (NONA)
2 25.03.46 28.07.48 857 1 3 KESK 49 SDP 50 RKP 15 SKDL 49 4 12 Pekkala, M. (SKDL)
3 29.07.48 16.03.50 596 2 4 SDP 54 5 13 Fagerholm, K. (SDP)
4 17.03.50 16.01.51 306 x 5 KESK 56 RKP 14 LKP 5 [KOK 32] 1 10 Kekkonen, U. (KESK)
5 17.01.51 20.03.51 63 4 3 KESK 56 SDP 54 RKP 14 LKP 5 3 11 Kekkonen, U. (KESK)
6 21.03.51 19.09.51 183 1 6 KESK 56 RKP 14 LKP 5 1 7 Kekkonen, U. (KESK)
7 20.09.51 08.07.53 658 2 3 KESK 51 SDP 53 RKP 15 FPP 10 3 11 Kekkonen, U. (KESK)
8 09.07.53 15.11.53 130 5 5 KESK 51 RKP 15 2 11 Kekkonen, U. (KESK)
9 16.11.53 04.05.54 170 6 6 KOK 28 RKP 15 FPP 10 2 11 Tuomioja, S. (FPP)
10 05.05.54 20.10.54 169 4 3 KESK 53 SDP 54 RKP 13 3 11 Törngren, R. (RKP)
11 20.10.54 02.03.56 500 2 2 KESK 53 SDP 54 3 10 Kekkonen, U. (KESK)
12 03.03.56 26.05.57 450 4 3 KESK 53 SDP 54 RKP 13 FPP 13 3 11 Fagerholm, K. (SDP)
13 27.05.57 01.07.57 36 4 5 KESK 53 RKP 13 FPP 13 2 11 Sukselainen, V.J. (KESK)
14 02.07.57 01.09.57 62 x 5 KESK 53 FPP 13 2 11 Sukselainen, V.J. (KESK)
15 02.09.57 28.11.57 88 5 5 KESK 53 SKOG 6 FPP 13 2 11 Sukselainen,V.J. (KESK)
16 29.11.57 25.04.58 148 5 x 2 11 Fieandt, R. von (NONA)
17 26.04.58 28.08.58 125 1 x [KESK 53] [SKOG 6] [FPP 13] 2 12 Kuuskoski, R. (KESK)
18 29.08.58 12.01.59 137 4 3 KESK 48 KOK 29 SDP 48 RKP 14 FPP 8 2 11 Fagerholm, K. (SDP)
19 13.01.59 13.07.61 913 2 4 KESK 48 [RKP 14] [SDP 48] [KOK 29) 1 11 Sukselainen, V.J. (KESK)
20 14.07.61 12.04.62 273 6 4 KESK 48 2 11 Miettunen, M. (KESK)
21 13.04.62 21.10.63 557 4 2 KESK 53 KOK 32 RKP 14 FPP 13 2 11 Karjalainen, A. (KESK)
22 22.10.63 17.12.63 57 4 2 KESK 53 KOK 32 RKP 14 FPP 13 2 10 Karjalainen, A. (KESK)
23 18.12.63 11.09.64 269 x 6 1 12 Lehto, R.R. (NONA)
24 12.09.64 26.05.66 622 1 2 KESK 53 KOK 32 RKP 14 FPP 13 1 11 Virolainen, J. (KESK)
25 27.05.66 21.03.68 665 2 3 KESK 49 SDP 55 SKDL 41 TPSL 7 3 11 Paasio, R. (SDP)
26 22.03.68 13.05.70 783 1 3 KESK 49 SDP 55 RKP 12 SKDL 41 TPSL 7 3 12 Koivisto, M. (SDP)
27 14.05.70 14.07.70 62 6 x [KESK 37] [SDP 51] [KOK 37] [RKP 12] [FPP 8] 3 12 Aura, T. (FPP)
28 15.07.70 25.03.71 254 4 3 KESK 37 SDP 51 RKP 12 FPP 8 SKDL 36 3 13 Karjalainen, A. (KESK)
29 26.03.71 28.10.71 217 4 3 KESK 37 SDP 51 RKP 12 FPP 8 3 14 Karjalainen, A. (KESK)
























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 Py5 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
31 23.02.72 03.09.72 194 2 4 SDP 55 4 14 Paasio, R. (SDP)
32 04.09.72 12.06.75 1012 4 2 [KESK 35] [SDP 55] [RKP 10] [FPP 7] 3 16 Sorsa, K. (SDP)
33 13.06.75 29.11.75 170 1 x KESK 35 KOK 34 SDP 55 RKP 10 FPP 7 3 17 Liinamaa, K. (SDP)
34 30.11.75 28.09.76 304 4 3 KESK 39 SDP 54 RKP 10 FPP 9 SKDL 40 3 18 Miettunen, M. (KESK)
35 29.09.76 14.05.77 228 6 5 KESK 39 RKP 10 FPP 9 2 16 Miettunen, M. (KESK)
36 15.05.77 01.03.78 291 4 3 KESK 39 SDP 54 RKP 10 FPP 9 SKDL 40 3 15 Sorsa, K. (SDP)
37 02.03.78 24.05.79 449 1 3 KESK 39 SDP 54 FPP 9 SKDL 40 3 14 Sorsa, K. (SDP)
38 25.05.79 24.02.82 1007 2 3 KESK 36 SDP 52 RKP 10 SKDL 35 3 17 Koivisto, M. (SDP)
39 25.02.82 29.12.82 308 4 3 KESK 36 SDP 52 RKP 10 SKDL 35 3 17 Sorsa, K. (SDP)
40 30.12.82 06.05.83 128 1 5 KESK 36 SDP 52 RKP 10 3 17 Sorsa, K. (SDP)
41 07.05.83 29.04.87 1454 1 3 KESK 38 SDP 57 RKP 11 FRP 17 3 17 Sorsa, K. (SDP)
42 30.04.87 27.08.90 1216 4 3 SDP 56 KOK 53 RKP 13 FRP 9 3 18 Holkeri, H. (KOK)
43 28.08.90 25.04.91 214 1 3 SDP 56 KOK 53 RKP 13 3 17 Holkeri, H. (KOK)
44 26.04.91 19.06.94 1115 4 3 KESK 55 KOK 40 RKP 12 SKL 8 3 17 Aho, E. (KESK)
45 20.06.94 12.04.95 296 1 2 KESK 55 KOK 40 RKP 12 3 16 Aho, E. (KESK)
46 13.04.95 3 SDP 63 KOK 39 VIHR 9 VAS 22 3 18 Lipponen, P. (SDP)
[ ] Party supporting the government without participating in it.
Gov 4: Reason for Termination, the PM invited all parties to form a National Coalition. The SDP joined to form governments.
Gov 14: Reason for Termination, the left-wing ‘Skog-group’ of the SDP (6 seats in Parliament) joined the coalition to form government number
15.
Gov 15, 17: SKOG is left-wing ‘SKOG-group’ within SDP.
Gov 16: ‘Business Cabinet’.
Gov 17: Non-party government, ministers did not officially represent their respective parties KESK (5); SKOG (2); LKP (1); NONA (1).
Gov 23: Reason for Termination, Mr. Virolainen, Parliamentary leader of KESK, succeeded 11.09.64 to replace the Non-party government by a
government supported by a Parliamentary majority.
Gov 27: Government of ‘experts’. Ministers ‘associated with’: SDP (3); KESK (3); KOK (1); RKP (1); NONA (3).
Gov 33: Non-political temporary government which included members of the previous coalition, plus a conservative and 5 non-party ministers.
Changes/corrections pp. 39–42:
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Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 Py5 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 23.11.45 28.01.46 67 2 3 MRP 141 PSF 134 PCF 148 RSP 35 3 22 De Gaulle, C. (NONA)
2 29.01.46 18.06.46 140 1 3 MRP 141 PSF 134 PCF 148 3 20 Gouin, F. (PSF)
3 19.06.46 11.12.46 146’ 1 3 MRP 160 PSF 115 PCF 146 3 22 Bidault, G. (MRP)
4 12.12.46 16.01.47 36 1 6 PSF 115 3 17 Blum, L. (PSF)
5 17.01.47 07.05.47 43 4 3 PSF 90 MRP 158 RSP 55 PCF 166 3 26 Ramadier, P. (PSF)
6 08.05.47 23.10.47 167 x 2 PSF 90 MRP 158 RSP 55 3 25 Ramadier, P. (PSF)
7 23.10.47 21.11.47 30 4 3 PSF 90 MRP 158 RSP 55 IND 70 3 13 Ramadier, P. (PSF)
8 22.11.47 23.07.48 248 4 3 PSF 90 MRP 158 RSP 55 UDSR 5 3 12 Schuman, R. (MRP)
9 24.07.48 04.09.48 43 4 3 PSF 90 MRP 158 RSP 55 IND 70 3 19 Marie, A. (RSP)
10 05.09.48 12.09.48 8 4 3 PSF 90 MRP 158 RSP 55 IND 70 3 15 Schuman, R. (MRP)
11 13.09.48 27.10.49 410 4 3 PSF 90 MRP 158 RSP 55 IND 70 UDSR 5 2 11 Queuille, H. (RSP)
12 28.10.49 06.02.50 102 4 3 PSF 90 MRP 158 RSP 55 IND 70 UDSR 5 2 18 Bidault, G. (MRP)
13 07.02.50 01.07.50 145 5 3 MRP 158 RSP 55 IND 70 UDSR 5 2 17 Bidault, G. (MRP)
14 02.07.50 11.07.50 10 5 3 MRP 158 RSP 55 IND 70 UDSR 5 2 21 Queuille, H. (RSP)
15 12.07.50 09.03.51 241 5 3 RSP 55 MRP 158 PSF 90 IND 70 UDSR 5 2 22 Pleven, R. (UDSR)
16 10.03.51 10.08.51 154 1 3 RSP 77 PSF 94 MRP 82 IND 87 UDSR 107 2 22 Queuille, H. (RSP)
17 11.08.51 19.01.52 162 5 3 RSP 77 MRP 82 IND 87 UDSR 107 2 24 Pleven, R. (UDSR)
18 20.01.52 07.03.52 48 4 3 RSP 77 MRP 82 IND 87 UDSR 107 1 26 Faure, E. (RSP)
19 08.03.52 06.01.53 305 4 3 RSP 77 MRP 82 IND 87 UDSR 107 1 17 Pinay, A. (IND)
20 07.01.53 25.06.53 170 5 3 RSP 77 MRP 82 IND 87 UDSR 107 1 23 Mayer, R. (RSP)
21 26.06.53 18.06.54 356 5 3 RSP 77 MRP 82 IND 87 UDSR 107 1 22 Laniel, J. (IND)
22 19.06.54 22.02.55 249 5 3 RSP 77 MRP 82 IND 87 UDSR 107 1 16 Mendès-France, P. (RSP)
























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 Py5 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
24 31.01.56 10.06.57 497 4 5 PSF 88 RSP 73 UDSR 16 3 13 Mollet, G. (PSF)
25 11.06.57 05.11.57 148 4 5 PSF 88 RSP 73 UDSR 16 3 14 Bourgès-Maunory, M. (RSP)
26 06.11.57 13.05.58 189, 1 3 RSP 73 PSF 88 UDSR 16 MRP 71 IND 95 2 17 Gaillard, F. (RSP)
27 14.05.58 31.05.58 23 4 3 MRP 57 RSP 23 IND 133 UDSR 198 2 18 Pflimlin, P. (MRP)
28 01.06.58 07.01.59 221 1 3 GAUL 198 MRP 57 PSF 44 RSP 23 IND 133 2 24 De Gaulle, C. (GAUL)
Gov 1: UDSR includes RSP.
Gov 6: Reason for Termination was voluntary resignation to extend the coalition.
Gov 20: UDSR includes ARS.
Gov 21: UDSR includes ARS and URAS.
Gov 26: UDSR includes GAUL and RDA.
Gov 27: UDSR includes RDA.
Gov 28: GAUL includes RDA.
Changes/corrections pp. 44–45:
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Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
29 08.01.59 14.04.62 1193 1 3 GAUL 198 RSP 23 MRP 57 IND 133 1 21 Debré, M. (UNR)
30 15.04.62 15.05.62 31 5 3 UNR 198 MRP 57 IND 133 1 22 Pompidou, G. (NONA)
31 16.05.62 05.12.62 204 x 3 UNR 198 IND 133 1 20 Pompidou, G. (NONA)
32 06.12.62 08.01.66 l130 1 3 UNR 230 IND 18 1 22 Pompidou, G. (NONA)
33 09.01.66 07.04.67 454 2 3 UNR 230 IND 18 1 18 Pompidou, G. (NONA)
34 08.04.67 30.05.68 419 6 2 UNR 191 VREP 41 1 22 Pompidou, G. (VREP)
35 31.05.68 11.07.68 42 1 5 VREP 41 1 22 Pompidou, G. (VREP)
36 12.07.68 21.06.69 345 2 3 UDR 282 IND 64 1 19 Couve de Murville, M. (UDR)
37 22.06.69 06.07.72 1111 6 3 UDR 282 PDM 26 IND 64 1 19 Chaban-Delmas,M. (UDR)
38 07.07.72 04.04.73 272 1 3 UDR 282 PDM 26 IND 64 1 20 Messmer, P. (UDR)
39 05.04.73 28.02.74 330 x 2 UDR 178 CDP 21 IND 54 1 22 Messmer, P. (UDR)
40 01.03.74 27.05.74 88 1 2 UDR 178 CDP 21 IND 54 1 16 Messmer, P. (UDR)
41 28.05.74 16.08.76 812 6 3 UDR 178 CDP 21 IND 54 REF 30 1 16 Chirac, J. (UDR)
42 17.08.76 29.03.77 225 4 3 UDR 178 CDS 21 IND 54 MRG 11 1 18 Barre, R. (CDS)
43 30.03.77 03.04.78 370 1 3 RPR 178 CDS 21 IND 54 MRG 11 1 15 Barre, R. (CDS)
44 04.04.78 21.05.81 1144 1 3 UDF 124 RPR 142 1 20 Barre, R. (UDF)
45 22.05.81 22.06.81 32 1 6 PSF 268 3 31 Mauroy, P. (PSF)
46 23.06.81 21.03.83 637 6 3 PSF 268 PCF 43 5 36 Mauroy, P. (PSF)
47 22.03.83 22.07.84 487 6 3 PSF 268 PCF 43 5 23 Mauroy, P. (PSF)
48 23.07.84 19.03.86 604 1 4 PSF 268 5 23 Fabius, L. (PSF)
49 20.03.86 11.03.88 721 1 5 RPR 146 UDF 128 2 25 Chirac, J. (RPR)
50 12.03.88 27.06.88 108 6 5 PSF 210 UDF 53 3 19 Rocard, M. (PSF)
51 28.06.88 14.05.91 1052 6 4 PSF 269 5 22 Rocard, M. (PSF)
52 15.05.91 01.04.92 322 6 4 PSF 269 5 20 *Cresson, E. (PSF)
53 02.04.92 29.03.93 362 1 4 PSF 269 5 20 Béŕegovoy, P. (PSF)
54 30.03.93 17.05.95 779 2 2 RPR 247 UDF 205 1 24 Balladur, E. (RPR)
55 18.05.95 07.11.95 182 2 2 RPR 257 UDF 213 1 27 Juppé, A. (RPR)
























Gov 29: GAUL includes RDA and UNR.
Gov 31: Reason for Termination is voluntary resignation to extend or reshuffle the coalition; UNR includes UDT.
Gov 32, 33, 34: UNR includes UDT.
Gov 34, 35: VREP includes IND.
Gov 39: Reason for Termination is voluntary resignation to extend or reshuffle the coalition.
Gov 41: gov parties include RAD (11 seats in parliament).
Gov 44: UDF = APP–UDF + UDF–CDS + UDF–PR.
Gov 45, 46, 47, 50, 51: PSF includes MRG.
Gov 48: PSF includes PSU and MRG.
Gov 49: UDF includes UDF–RP and UDF–CDS.
Gov 50: UDF = UDF–PR.
Gov 51: UDF = UDF–RP and UDF–CDS; Individuals from UDF–PR, UDF–CDS, and UDF–RAD participated in the government.
Gov 52: Individuals from France Unie and Ecology Generation participated in the government.
Gov 54–56: UDF = UDF–RP and UDF–CDS.
Changes/corrections pp. 49–52:
page 49
# 38 Justice: Pleven, R. (PDM)
# 41 Justice: Lecanuet, J. (CDP)
# 42/43/44 Foreign Aff: Guiringaud, L. de (NONA)
page 50
# 31 Economic Aff: Palewski, G. (UNR)
# 42/43 Finance/Economic Aff: Barre, R. (CDS); Labour: Beullac, C. (NONA); Education: Haby, R. (NONA); Health: *Veil, S. (NONA)
# 44 Health: *Veil, S. (NONA)
page 51
# 45/46 Industry/Trade: Jobert, M. (PSF)
page 52
# 38 Other: Duhamel, J. (PDM)
# 41 Other: Abelin, P. (CDP)
# 43 Social Aff: *Veil, S. (NONA)


























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 15.09.49 08.10.53 1485 1 2 CDU 139 FDP 52 DP 17 1 14 Adenauer, K. (CDU)
2 09.10.53 22.07.55 652 4 3 CDU 243 FDP 48 DP 15 GBHE 27 1 16 Adenauer, K. (CDU)
3 23.07.55 20.03.56 242 4 3 CDU 243 FDP 48 DP 15 1 16 Adenauer, K. (CDU)
4 21.03.56 21.10.57 580 1 3 CDU 243 FDP 48 DP 15 1 18 Adenauer, K. (CDU)
5 22.10.57 30.06.60 983 4 3 CDU 270 DP 17 1 17 Adenauer, K. (CDU)
6 01.07.60 13.11.61 501 1 4 CDU 270 1 18 Adenauer, K. (CDU)
7 14.11.61 18.11.62 370 4 2 CDU 242 FDP 67 1 21 Adenauer, K. (CDU)
8 19.11.62 13.12.62 25 4 6 CDU 242 1 16 Adenauer, K. (CDU)
9 14.12.62 15.10.63 306 2 2 CDU 242 FDP 67 1 21 Adenauer, K. (CDU)
10 16.10.63 25.10.65 741 1 2 CDU 242 FDP 67 1 20 Erhard, L. (CDU)
11 26.10.65 27.10.66 367 4 2 CDU 245 FDP 49 1 21 Erhard, L. (CDU)
12 28.10.66 30.11.66 34 2 6 CDU 245 2 18 Erhard, L. (CDU)
13 01.12.66 21.10.69 1056 1 3 CDU 245 SPD 202 3 20 Kiesinger, K. (CDU)
14 22.10.69 16.05.72 938 5 2 SPD 224 FDP 30 4 16 Brandt, W. (SPD)
15 17.05.72 14.12.72 212 1 2 SPD 223 FDP 26 4 16 Brandt, W. (SPD)
16 15.12.72 15.05.74 517 2 2 SPD 230 FDP 41 4 18 Brandt, W. (SPD)
17 16.05.74 14.12.76 944 1 2 SPD 230 FDP 41 4 16 Schmidt, H. (SPD)
18 15.12.76 03.11.80 1420 1 2 SPD 214 FDP 39 4 16 Schmidt, H. (SPD)
19 04.11.80 16.09.82 682 4 2 SPD 218 FDP 53 4 18 Schmidt, H. (SPD)
20 17.09.82 03.10.82 17 5 6 SPD 218 3 13 Schmidt, H. (SPD)
21 04.10.82 29.03.83 177 1 6 CDU 226 FDP 53 1 17 Kohl, H. (CDU)
22 30.03.83 10.03.87 l442 1 2 CDU 244 FDP 34 1 17 Kohl, H. (CDU)
23 11.03.87 03.10.90 1303 2 CDU 223 FDP 46 1 19 Kohl, H. (CDU)
24 04.10.90 16.01.91 105 1 2 CDU 305 FDP 59 1 19 Kohl, H. (CDU)
25 17.01.91 16.11.94 1400 1 2 CDU 319 FDP 79 1 25 Kohl, H. (CDU)
26 17.11.94 2 CDU 294 FDP 47 1 19 Kohl, H. (CDU)
CDU includes CDU proper plus CSU.
Gov 4: split in FDP; FVP (seats in parliament unknown) continues to participate in government.
Gov 6: split in DP; 9 of the 15 MP’s join the CDU.
Gov 23: inclusion of 5 ministers from the new eastern Länder in the Federal government.
Gov 24: after unification the Bundestag was enlarged from 519 to 663 seats.
Changes/corrections pp. 54–57:
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# 2 Other: Oberl̈ander, T. (CDU)
























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 21.10.44 03.02.47 866 4 2 IP 20 USP/PA 10 SDP 9 3 5 Thors, O. (IP)
2 04.02.47 06.12.49 1036 1 2 IP 19 SDP 7 PP 13 2 6 Stefansson, S.J. (SDP)
3 07.12.49 12.03.50 96 5 2 IP 19 PP 17 SDP 7 2 6 Steinthorsson, S. (PP)
4 13.03.50 12.09.53 1279 1 2 PP 17 IP 19 1 6 Steinthorsson, S. (PP)
5 13.09.53 24.07.56 1047 4 2 PP 16 IP 21 1 6 Thors, O. (IP)
6 25.07.56 22.12.58 882 4 2 PP 17 SDP 8 USP/PA 8 3 6 Jonasson, H. (PP)
7 23.12.58 19.11.59 332 4 4 SDP 8 4 4 Jonsson, E. (SDP)
8 20.11.59 13.11.63 1455 3 2 IP 24 SDP 8 3 6 Thors, O. (IP)
9 14.11.63 11.06.67 1306 1 2 IP 24 SDP 8 3 7 Benediktsson, B. (IP)
10 12.06.67 09.07.70 1125 3 2 IP 23 SDP 9 3 7 Benediktsson, B. (IP)
11 10.07.70 13.06.71 339 1 2 IP 23 SDP 9 3 7 Hafstein, J. (IP)
12 14.06.71 28.08.74 117 4 2 PP 17 USP/PA 10 ULL 5 3 7 Johannesson, O. (PP)
13 29.08.74 30.08.78 1463 1 2 IP 25 PP 17 1 8 Hallgrimsson, G. (IP)
14 31.08.78 14.10.79 410 4 2 PP 12 SDP 14 USP/PA 14 2 9 Johannesson, O. (PP)
15 15.10.79 07.02.80 116 1 4 SDP 14 4 6 Gröndal, B. (SDP)
16 08.02.80 25.05.83 1202 5 3 PP 17 IP 21 USP/PA 11 2 10 Thoroddsen, G. (IP)
17 26.05.83 07.07.87 1504 1 2 PP 14 IP 23 1 10 Hermannsson, S. (PP)
18 08.07.87 27.09.88 448 5 2 PP 13 IP 18 SDP 10 3 11 Palsson, T. (IP)
19 28.09.88 27.09.89 366 x 2 PP.13 SDP 10 USP/PA 8 [REP 1] 3 9 Hermannsson, S. (PP)
20 28.09.89 29.04.91 579 1 2 PP 13 SDP 10 CP 7 USP/PA 8 3 11 Hermannsson, S. (PP)
21 30.04.91 22.04.95 1454 1 2 IP 26 SDP 10 3 10 Oddsson, D. (IP)
22 23.04.95 2 IP 25 SDP 15 3 10 Oddsson, D. (IP)
Gov 19: Reason for Termination is broadening of coalition.
Gov 20: REP (1 seat in parliament) supported the government.
Changes/corrections pp. 58–61:
page 58
# 11 Justice: *Auduns, A. (SDP)
page 59
# 6 Health: Vladimarsson, H. (USP)
page 60
# 6 Agriculture: Josefsson, L. (USP) = (COM); Industry/Trade: Josefsson, L. (USP) = (COM)


























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 18.02.48 12.06.51 1211 5 5 FG 31 LAB 14 CNT 7 CNP 10 2 14 Costello, J.A. (FG)
2 13.06.51 01.06.54 1085 5 4 FF 69 1 12 Valera, E. de (FF)
3 02.06.54 19.03.57 1022 5 2 FG 50 LAB 19 CNT 5 2 14 Costello, J.A. (FG)
4 20.03.57 22.06.59 825 2 1 FF 78 1 12 Valera, E. de (FF)
5 23.06.59 10.10.61 841 2 1 FF 78 1 14 Lemass, S. (FF)
6 11.10.61 31.03.65 1268 1 4 FF 70 1 15 Lemass, S. (FF)
7 01.04.65 09.11.66 588 3 1 FF 72 1 15 Lemass, S. (FF)
8 10.11.66 01.07.69 965 1 1 FF 72 1 15 Lynch, J.A. (FF)
9 02.07.69 13.03.73 1351 1 1 FF 75 1 14 Lynch, J.A. (FF)
10 14.03.73 04.07.77 1574 1 2 FG 54 LAB 19 2 15 Cosgrave, L. (FG)
11 05.07.77 10.12.79 889 2 1 FF 84 1 16 Lynch, J.A. (FF)
12 11.12.79 29.06.81 567 1 1 FF 84 1 15 Haughey, C.J. (FF)
13 30.06.81 08.03.82 252 5 5 FG 65 LAB 15 2 15 Fitzgerald, G.M.D. (FG)
14 09.03.82 13.12.82 280 5 4 FF 81 1 16 Haughey, C.J. (FF)
15 14.12.82 09.03.87 1547 4 2 FG 70 LAB 16 2 17 Fitzgerald, G.M.D. (FG)
16 10.03.87 11.07.89 855 1 4 FF 81 1 15 Haughey, C.J. (FF)
17 12.07.89 10.02.92 944 2 5 FF 77 PD 6 1 17 Haughey, C.J. (FF)
18 11.02.92 11.01.93 327 4 5 FF 77 PD 6 1 15 Reynolds, A (FF)
19 12.01.93 14.12.94 702 4 2 FF 68 LAB 33 3 15 Reynolds, A. (FF)
20 15.12.94 2 FG 45 LAB 33 SDL 4 3 15 Bruton, J. (FG)
Changes/corrections pp. 62–64:
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Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 Py5 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
0 14.05.48 09.03.49 300 1 x 13 Ben-Gurion, D.
1 10.03.49 29.10.50 599 4 3 MPAI 46 URF 16 PROG 5 SEPH 5 3 12 Ben-Gurion, D. (MPAl)
2 30.10.50 04.03.51 126 5 3 MPAI 46 URF 16 PROG 5 SEPH 5 3 13 Ben-Gurion, D. (MPAI)
3 05.03.51 06.10.51 216 1 6 MPAI 46 URF 16 PROG 5 SEPH 5 3 13 Ben-Gurion, D. (MPAl)
4 07.10.51 22.12.52 443 x 2 MPAI 50 URF 15 4 13 Ben-Gurion, D. (MPAI)
5 23.12.52 06.01.54 380 3 3 MPAI 50 GZ 23 HMIZ 8 PROG 4 MIZR 2 3 16 Ben-Gurion, D. (MPAI)
6 07.01.54 28.06.55 538 4 3 MPAI 50 GZ 23 HMIZ 8 PROG 4 MIZR 2 4 15 Sharett, M. (MPAI)
7 29.06.55 01.11.55 126 1 6 MPAI 50 HMIZ 8 PROG 4 MIZR 2 4 12 Sharett, M. (MPAI)
8 02.11.55 05.01.58 796 2 3 MPAI 45 NRP 11 AA 10 MPAM 9 PROG 5 4 16 Ben-Gurion, D. (MPAI)
9 06.01.58 30.06.58 176 4 3 MPAI 45 NRP 11 AA 10 MPAM 9 PROG 5 4 16 Ben-Gurion, D. (MPAI)
10 01.07.58 20.07.59 385 2 3 MPAI 45 AA 10 MPAM 9 PROG 5 4 13 Ben-Gurion, D. (MPAI)
11 21.07.59 15.12.59 148 1 6 MPAI 45 AA 10 MPAM 9 PROG 5 4 13 Ben-Gurion, D. (MPAI)
12 16.12.59 31.01.61 413 2 3 MPAI 52 NRP 12 MPAM 9 AA 7 PROG 6 4 16 Ben-Gurion, D. (MPAI)
13 31.01.61 01.11.61 275 1 6 MPAI 52 NRP 12 MPAM 9 AA 7 PROG 6 4 16 Ben-Gurion, D. (MPAI)
14 02.11.61 23.06.63 599 2 2 MPAI 46 NRP 12 AA 8 4 16 Ben-Gurion, D. (MPAl)
15 24.06.63 21.12.64 547 2 2 MPAI 46 NRP 12 AA 8 4 15 Eshkol, L. (MPAI)
16 22.12.64 09.01.66 383 1 2 MPAI 46 NRP 12 AA 8 4 17 Eshkol, L. (MPAI)
17 10.01.66 31.05.67 507 x 3 ALNM 49 NRP 11 MPAM 8 ILIB 5 4 18 Eshkol, L. (MPAI)
18 01.06.67 16.03.69 655 3 3 ALNM 49 HRUT 26 NRP 11 RAFI 10 MPAM 8 4 20 Eshkol, L. (MPAI)
19 17.03.69 14.12.69 273 1 3 ALNM 49 HRUT 26 NRP 11 RAFI 10 MPAM 8 4 21 *Meir, G. (MPAI)
20 15.12.69 03.08.70 232 4 3 ALNM 60 GHAL 26 NRP 12 ILIB 4 4 24 *Meir, G. (MPAI)


























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 Py5 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
22 06.03.74 02.06.74 89 2 3 LAB 54 NRP 10 ILIB 4 4 22 *Meir, G. (MPAI)
23 03.06.74 28.10.74 148 4 2 LAB 54 ILIB 4 CRIT 3 4 19 Rabin, I. (MPAI)
24 29.10.74 20.12.76 784 4 3 LAB 54 NRP 10 ILIB 4 4 21 Rabin, I. (MPAI)
25 21.12.76 18.06.77 180 1 6 LAB 54 ILIB 4 4 18 Rabin, I. (MPAI)
26 19.06.77 22.10.77 126 x 2 LIK 45 NRP 12 3 13 Begin, M. (LIK)
27 24.10.77 04.08.81 1381 4 3 LIK 45 NRP 12 DASH 11 1 17 Begin, M. (LIK)
28 05.08.81 22.07.83 727 x 2 LIK 48 NRP 6 TAMI 3 1 18 Begin, M. (LIK)
29 23.07.83 09.10.83 79 2 2 LIK 48 NRP 6 TAMI 3 1 18 Begin, M. (LIK)
30 10.10.83 12.09.84 339 3 2 LIK 48 NRP 6 TAMI 3 THYA 3 1 20 Shamir, I.(LIK)
31 13.09.84 19.10.86 767 1 3 LAB 44 LIK 41 NRP 4 SHAS 4 SNUI 3 3 17 Peres, S. (LAB)
32 20.10.86 21.12.88 794 2 3 LAB 44 LIK 41 NRP 4 SHAS 4 SNUI 3 3 17 Shamir, I. (LIK)
33 22.12.88 10.06.90 536 4 3 LIK 40 LAB 39 SHAS 6 NRP 5 3 12 Shamir, I. (LIK)
34 11.06.90 15.11.90 158 x 2 LIK 40 SHAS 6 NRP 5 THYA 3 TZOM 2 1 19 Shamir, I. (LIK)
35 16.11.90 02.02.91 79 x 2 LIK 40 SHAS 6 NRP 5 THYA 3 TZOM 2 1 19 Shamir, I. (LIK)
36 03.02.91 29.12.91 330 4 3 LIK 40 SHAS 6 NRP 5 THYA 3 A154 1 20 Shamir, I. (LIK)
37 30.12.91 21.01.92 23 4 2 LIK 40 SHAS 6 NRP 5 THYA 3 A154 1 19 Shamir, I. (LIK)
38 22.01.92 12.07.92 175 1 5 LIK 40 SHAS 6 NRP 5 1 17 Shamir, I. (LIK)
39 13.07.92 14.09.93 429 5 2 LAB 44 MRET 12 SHAS 6 [HADASH 3] [ADP 2] 4 17 Rabin, I. (LAB)
40 15.09.93 24.12.94 466 x 2 LAB 44 MRET 12 SHAS 6 [HADASH 3] [ADP 2] 4 16 Rabin, I. (LAB)
41 25.12.94 21.11.95 327 x 2 LAB 44 MRET 12 HADASH 3 [ADP 2] 4 21 Rabin, I. (LAB)
























Gov 0: provisional government.
Gov 4: Reason for Termination is broadening of coalition.
Gov 8: NRP is election co-operation of HMIZ & MIZR.
Gov 16: PAIS (2 seats in parliament) supported the government.
Gov 17: Reason for Termination is broadening of coalition in view of imminent war; Alignment = election co-operation of MAPAI and Ahdut
Avoda (AA); PAlS (2 seats in parliament) supported the government.
Gov 18, 19: Independent Liberals (ILIB, 5 seats in parliament) were part of the government coalition; PAlS (2 seats in parliament) supported
the government.
Gov 20: Alignment = election co-operation of MAPAI, Ahdut Avoda (AA), MAPAM and RAFI; GAHAL = election co-operation of Herut and
Liberals.
Gov 22: Labour is election co-operation of MAPAI and MAPAM.
Gov 26: Reason for Termination is broadening of coalition; LIKUD includes Shlomzion; AIS (4 seats) and PAlS (1 seat) supported the govern-
ment.
Gov 27: DASH has 15 seats in Knesset, but a dissident faction decided not to co-operate in this government; AIS (4 seats) and PAlS (1 seat)
supported the government.
Gov 28: Reason for Termination is broadening coalition; AIS (4 seats) and THYA (3 seats) supported the government.
Gov 29: AIS (4 seats) and THYA (3 seats) supported the government.
Gov 30: AIS (4 seats) supported the government.
Gov 31, 32: MSHA (2 seats) and OMET (1 seat) participated in government; AIS (2 seats) and YHAD (3 seats) supported the government.
Gov 33: Labour did not include MAPAM.
Gov 34: DHAT (2 seats), MDET (2 seats) and IND (3 seats) supported the government.
Gov 35: reason for termination is broadening of coalition (see also Gov. 34).
Gov 36: TZOM (2) participated in government; DHAT (2) and IND (3) supported the government.
Gov 37: DHAT (2) and IND (3) supported the government.
Gov 38: see Gov. 37.
Gov 39: Reason for Termination is withdrawal of SHAS from coalition
Gov 40: Reason for Termination is broadening of coalition.
Gov 41: Reason for Termination is assassination of PM Rabin.


























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 Py5 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 12.07.46 02.02.47 206 4 3 DC 207 PSIU 115 PRI 25 PCI 104 PLI 41 3 19 Gasperi, A. de (DC)
2 03.02.47 30.05.47 117 4 3 DC 207 Pd 104 PSI 115 2 15 Gasperi, A. de (DC)
3 31.05.47 14.12.47 198 2 5 DC 207 NDU 41 2 17 Gasperi, A. de (DC)
4 15.12.47 22.05.48 160 1 3 DC 207 PRI 25 PLI 41 PSDI 115 1 20 Gasperi, A. de (DC)
5 23.05.48 26.01.50 614 4 3 DC 305 PRI 9 PLI 19 PSDI 33 1 20 Gasperi, A. de (DC)
6 27.01.50 25.07.51 545 4 3 DC 305 PSDI 33 PRI 9 1 19 Gasperi, A. de (DC)
7 26.07.51 16.07.53 722 1 3 DC 305 PRI 9 1 16 Gasperi, A. de (DC)
8 17.07.53 16.08.53 31 5 4 DC 263 1 17 Gasperi, A. de (DC)
9 17.08.53 18.01.54 155 5 6 DC 263 1 17 Pella, G. (DC)
10 19.01.54 10.02.54 23 4 5 DC 263 1 19 Fanfani, A. (DC)
11 11.02.54 05.07.55 510 4 5 DC 263 PSDI 19 PLI 13 1 21 Scelba, M. (DC)
12 06.07.55 19.05.57 684 4 5 DC 263 PSDI 19 PLI 13 1 21 Segni, A. (DC)
13 20.05.57 09.07.58 407 1 4 DC 263 1 20 Zoli, A. (DC)
14 10.07.58 15.02.59 221 4 5 DC 273 PSDI 22 1 20 Fanfani, A. (DC)
15 16.02.59 24.03.60 403 5 4 DC 273 1 21 Segni, A. (DC)
16 25.03.60 25.07.60 123 5 4 DC 273 1 22 Tambroni, F. (DC)
17 26.07.60 20.02.62 575 2 4 DC 273 1 24 Fanfani, A. (DC)
18 21.02.62 20.06.63 485 1 5 DC 273 PSDI 22 PRI 6 1 24 Fanfani, A. (DC)
19 21.06.63 04.12.63 167 2 6 DC 260 2 23 Leone, G. (DC)
20 05.12.63 21.07.64 230 5 3 DC 260 PSI 87 PSDI 33 PRI 6 2 26 Moro, A. (DC)
























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 Py5 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
22 23.02.66 24.06.68 853 1 3 DC 260 PSI 87 PSDI 33 PRI 6 2 26 Moro, A. (DC)
23 25.06.68 11.12.68 170 2 4 DC 266 2 23 Leone, G. (DC)
24 12.12.68 04.08.69 236 4 3 DC 266 PSI 91 PRI 9 2 27 Rumor, M. (DC)
25 05.08.69 26.03.70 234 2 4 DC 266 2 25 Rumor, M. (DC)
26 27.03.70 05.08.70 132 4 3 DC 266 PSI + PSU 91 PRI 9 2 27 Rumor, M. (DC)
27 06.08.70 26.02.71 205 4 3 DC 266 PSI + PSU 91 PRI 9 2 28 Colombo, E. (DC)
28 27.02.71 17.02.72 356 4 3 DC 266 PSI + PSU 91 2 27 Colombo, E. (DC)
29 18.02.72 25.06.72 129 1 4 DC 266 2 25 Andreotti, G. (DC)
30 26.06.72 07.09.73 439 5 2 DC 267 PSDI 29 PLI 21 2 26 Andreotti, G. (DC)
31 08.09.73 13.03.74 187 4 3 DC 267 PSI 61 PSDI 29 PRI 14 2 29 Rumor, M. (DC)
32 14.03.74 22.11.74 254 4 2 DC 267 PSI 61 PSDI 29 2 26 Rumor, M. (DC)
33 23.11.74 12.02.76 446 5 5 DC 267 PRI 14 1 25 Moro, A. (DC)
34 13.02.76 28.07.76 167 1 6 DC 267 1 22 Moro, A. (DC)
35 29.07.76 12.03.78 592 5 4 DC 263 1 22 Andreotti, G. (DC)
36 13.03.78 20.03.79 373 5 4 DC 263 1 21 Andreotti, G. (DC)
37 21.03.79 04.08.79 137 1 6 DC 263 PSDI 15 PRI 14 1 21 Andreotti, G. (DC)
38 05.08.79 03.04.80 243 5 5 DC 261 PSDI 21 PLI 9 1 25 Cossiga, F. (DC)
39 04.04.80 18.10.80 198 5 3 DC 261 PSI 62 PRI 15 2 28 Cossiga, F. (DC)
40 19.10.80 27.06.81 252 5 3 DC 261 PSI 62 PSDI 21 PRI 15 2 27 Forlani, A. (DC)
41 28.06.81 22.08.82 421 4 3 DC 261 PSI 62 PSDI 21 PRI 15 PLI 9 2 28 Spadolini, G. (PRI)
42 23.08.82 10.12.82 110 4 3 DC 261 PSI 62 PSDI 21 PRI 15 PLI 9 2 28 Spadolini, G. (PRI)
43 11.12.82 03.08.83 236 1 3 DC 261 PSI 62 PSDI 21 PLI 9 2 28 Fanfani, A. (DC)
44 04.08.83 01.08.86 1094 5 3 DC 225 PSI 73 PSDI 23 PLI 16 PRI 29 2 30 Craxi, B. (PSI)


























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 Py5 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
46 18.04.87 28.07.87 102 1 4 DC 225 2 25 Fanfani, A. (DC)
47 29.07.87 12.04.88 259 4 3 DC 234 PSI 94 PRI 21 PSDI 17 PLI 11 2 30 Goria, G. (DC)
48 13.04.88 22.07.89 466 5 3 DC 234 PSI 94 PRI 21 PSDI 17 PLI 11 2 30 De Mita, C. (DC)
49 23.07.89 14.04.91 631 4 3 DC 234 PSI 94 PRI 21 PSDI 17 PLI 11 2 32 Andreotti, G. (DC)
50 15.04.91 27.06.92 440 2 3 DC 234 PSI 94 PSDI 17 PLI 11 2 30 Andreotti, G. (DC)
51 28.06.92 28.04.93 305 x 3 DC 206 PSI 92 PSDI 16 PLI 17 2 25 Amati, G. (PSI)
52 29.04.93 06.05.93 8 4 3 DC 206 PSI 92 PDS 107 LVERDE 16 3 26 Ciampi, C.A. (NONA)
53 07.05.93 10.05.94 368 1 3 DC 206 PSI 92 PLI 17 PRI 27 2 26 Ciampi, C.A. (NONA)
54 11.05.94 16.01.95 251 4 2 Freedom Alliance (366) 1 26 Berlusconi, S. (Forza)
55 17.01.95 30.12.95 347 6 x 21 Dini, L. (NONA)
Gov 51: Reason for Termination is disintegration of existing party system.
Gov 54: Alliance consisted of Forza Italia (30), National Alliance (23), Lega Nord (11). Direct votes (302).
Gov 55: Government of non-aligned ministers to get the 1996 budget through parliament. Reason for Termination: government suc-
ceeded in getting 1996 budget through parliament.
Changes/corrections pp. 70–78:
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Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 22.05.46 29.05.47 373 1 2 LP 141 PP 94 1 14 Yoshida, S. (LP)
2 30.05.47 08.03.48 284 4 3 SP 143 PP 121 CP 31 2 16 Katayama, T. (SP)
3 09.03.48 18.10.48 224 x 3 SP 143 PP 121 CP 31 3 11 Ashida, H. (PP)
4 19.10.48 15.02.49 120 1 4 LP 131 1 15 Yoshida, S. (LP)
5 16.02.49 27.06.50 497 x 3 LP 264 PP 69 1 16 Yoshida, S. (LP)
6 28.06.50 28.10.52 854 5 1 LP 264 1 15 Yoshida, S. (LP)
7 29.10.52 20.05.53 204 5 1 LP 240 1 11 Yoshida, S. (LP)
8 21.05.53 08.12.54 567 5 4 YL 199 1 18 Yoshida, S. (YL)
9 09.12.54 18.03.55 100 1 4 DP 111 1 17 Hatoyama, I. (DP)
10 19.03.55 21.11.55 248 x 4 DP 185 1 18 Hatoyama, I. (DP)
11 22.11.55 22.12.56 397 3 1 LDP 297 1 18 Hatoyama, I. (DP)
12 23.12.56 24.02.57 64 3 1 LDP 297 1 17 Ishibashi, T. (LDP)
13 25.02.57 11.06.58 472 1 1 LDP 297 1 17 Kishi, N. (LDP)
14 12.06.58 18.07.60 768 2 1 LDP 287 1 18 Kishi, N. (LDP)
15 19.07.60 07.12.60 142 1 1 LDP 287 1 13 Ikeda, H. (LDP)
16 08.12.60 08.12.63 l096 1 1 LDP 296 1 17 Ikeda, H. (LDP)
17 09.12.63 08.11.64 336 3 1 LDP 283 1 18 Ikeda, H. (LDP)
18 09.11.64 16.02.67 830 1 1 LDP 283 1 18 Sato, E. (LDP)
19 17.02.67 13.01.70 1062 1 1 LDP 277 1 19 Sato, E. (LDP)
20 14.01.70 06.07.72 905 2 1 LDP 288 1 15 Sato, E. (LDP)
21 07.07.72 21.12.72 168 1 1 LDP 288 1 18 Tanaka, K. (LDP)
22 22.12.72 08.12.74 717 2 1 LDP 271 1 20 Tanaka, K. (LDP)
23 09.12.74 23.12.76 746 2 1 LDP 271 1 21 Miki, T. (LDP)
24 24.12.76 07.12.78 714 2 4 LDP 249 1 21 Fukuda, T. (LDP)


























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
26 08.11.79 16.07.80 252 5 4 LDP 248 1 20 Ohira, M. (LDP)
27 17.07.80 25.11.82 862 2 1 LDP 284 1 22 Suzuki, Z. (LDP)
28 26.11.82 25.12.83 395 1 1 LDP 284 1 18 Nakasone, Y. (LDP)
29 26.12.83 31.10.84 311 x 3 LDP 258 NLC 8 1 22 Nakasone, Y. (LDP)
30 01.11.84 21.07.86 628 1 3 LDP 258 NLC 8 1 22 Nakasone, Y. (LDP)
31 22.07.86 05.11.87 472 2 1 LDP 310 1 21 Nakasone, Y. (LDP)
32 06.11.87 02.06.89 575 2 1 LDP 310 1 20 Takeshita, N. (LDP)
33 03.06.89 08.08.89 67 2 1 LDP 310 1 21 Uno, S. (LDP)
34 09.08.89 27.02.90 203 1 1 LDP 310 1 21 Kaifu, T. (LDP)
35 28.02.90 04.11.91 615 3 1 LDP 275 1 21 Kaifu, T. (LDP)
36 05.11.91 08.08.93 643 5 1 LDP 275 1 21 Miyazawa, K.(LDP)
37 09.08.93 27.04.94 262 2 5 SDP 7 SHINSEITO 55 3 22 Hosokawa, M. (JNP)
38 28.04.94 29.06.94 63 2 5 KAISHIN 130 KOMEITO 52 SAKIGAKE 13 1 21 Hrata, T. (KAISHIN)
39 30.06.94 10.01.96 560 2 3 LDP 206 SDPJ 74 SAKIGAKE 15 3 21 Murayama, T. (SDPJ)
40 11.01.96 3 LDP 206 SDPJ 74 SAKIGAKE 15 3 21 Mashimoto, R. (LDP)
Gov 3: Reason for Termination is financial scandal involving members and supporters of government.
Gov 5: Reason for Termination is reconstruction of government representing the proportion of seats of the parties in both Houses.
Gov 9: supporting parties were Yoshida Liberals (199 seats in parliament) and SP (138 seats in parliament).
Gov 10: Reason for Termination was reconstruction of government following the merger of DP plus Liberals into LDP. Yoshida Liberals (112
seats in parliament) supported the government. DP (Democratic Party) did not yet exist as a separate party during government 9. It was a
combination of Progressive Party and Hatoyama Liberals. As DP proper they contested the 1955 elections.
Gov 29: Reason for Termination was re-election Nakasone as chairman LDP and hence PM.


























# 1–35 Number of Ministers (NoM): all corrected
page 80
# 2 Interior: Kimura, K. (PP)
# 5 Justice: Ueda, S. (NONA)
# 9 Interior: add Oasa, T. (DP)
# 10 Interior: add Oasa, T. (DP); Okubo, T. (DP)
# 11 Interior: add Oasa, T. (DP);
# 14 Justice: Aichi, K. (LDP)
# 16 Defence: Mishimura, N. (LDP)
# 17 Interior: add Yamamura, S. (LDP)
# 20 Interior: add Araki, M. (LDP)
# 21 Interior: add Kimura, T. (LDP); Hamano, S. (LDP)
# 22 DPM: Miki, T. (LDP); Interior: add Fukuda, T. (LDP)
# 23 Interior: add Matsuzawa, Y. (LDP)
# 24 Interior: add Nishimura, E. (LDP)
# 25 Interior: add Kanai, M. (LDP)
# 26 Interior: add Uno, S. (LDP)
# 27 Interior: add Nakasone, Y. (LDP)
# 28 Interior: add Saito, J. (LDP)
# 29 Interior: add Gotoda, M. (LDP)
# 35 Interior: add Shiozaki, J. (LDP)
page 81
# 1 Health: Kawai, Y. (NONA)
# 2 Health: Hitotsumatsu, S. (PP)
# 4/5 Health: Hayashi, J. (LP)
# 6 Health: Kurokawa, T. (LP)
# 7/8 Health: Yamagata, K. (LP)
# 9 Health: Tsurumi, Y. (DP)
# 10 Health: Matsumura, K. (DP)
# 11 Health: Kobayashi, E. (LDP)
# 14 Health: Hashimoto, R. (LDP)
# 16 Health: Furui, Y. (LDP)
# 19 Education: Kennoki, T. (LDP)
# 21 Education: add Nakasone, Y. (LDP)
# 22 Education: add Maeda, K. (LDP)
# 23 Education: add Sasaki, Y. (LDP)
# 24 Education: add Uno, S. (LDP)
# 25 Education: add Kaneko, I. (LDP)
# 26 Education: add Osada, Y. (LDP)
# 27 Education: add Nakayawa, I. (LDP)
# 29 Education: add Isurugi, M. (LDP)
# 30 Education: add Takenchi, R. (LDP)
# 31 Education: add Mitsubayashi, Y. (LDP)
# 32 Education: add Ito, S. (LDP)
# 33 Education: add Nakamura, K. (LDP)
# 34 Education: add Saito< DE. (LDP)
# 35 Education: add Oshima, T. (LDP)
page 82
# 21 Environment: Koyama, O. (LDP)
# 22 Environment: Miki, T. (LDP)
# 23 Environment: Ozawa, T. (LDP)
# 24 Environment: Ishihara, S. (LDP)
# 25 Environment: Kemura, S. (LDP)
# 26 Environment: Tsuchiya, Y. (LDP)
# 27 Environment: Kujiraoka, H. (LDP)
# 29 Environment: Ueda, M. (LDP)
# 30 Environment: *Ishimoto, S. (LDP)
# 31 Environment: Inanamura, T. (LDP)
# 32 Environment: Horiuchi, M. (LDP)
# 33 Environment: Yamazaki, T. (LDP)
# 34 Environment: *Moriyama, M.
(LDP)



























# 1 Other: add Hitotsumatsu, S. (PP)
# 4 Other: add Iwamotu, N. (LP); Inouye, T. (LP)
# 5 Other: delete Kimura, S. (PP); add Masuda, K. (LP)
# 8 Other: add Kimura, T (YL); Onogi, H. (YL); Ono, B. (YL); Ando, M. (YL); Fukunaga, K. (YL)
# 9/10 Other: add Miyoshi, H. (DP)
# 11 Other: add Shoriki, M. (LDP); Nemoto, R. (LDP)
# 12 Other: add Okubo, T. (LDP); Ishida, H. (LDP); Kawamura, M. (LDP)
# 13 Other: add Akaji, M. (LDP)
# 16 Other: add Ozawa, S. (LDP); Ikeda, N. (LDP)
# 17 Other: add Kurogana, Y. (LDP); Sato, E. (LDP)
# 18 Other: add Masuhara, K. (LDP); Hashimoto, T. (LDP); Kono, I. (LDP)
# 19 Other: add Matsudaira, I. (LDP); Nikaido, S. (LDP); Isukahara, T. (LDP); Fukunaga, K. (LDP)
# 20 Other: add Hori, S. (LDP); Nishida, S. (LDP); Araki, M. (LDP)
# 21 Other: add Fukuda, H. (LDP); Miki, T. (LDP); Nikaido, S. (LDP); Honna, T. (LDP)
# 22 Other: add Esaki, M. (LDP); Nikaido, S. (LDP); Tsuboka-wa, S. (LDP)
# 23 Other: add Fukuda, H. (LDP); Ide, I. (LDP); Ueki, M. (LDP); Kanemaru, S. (LDP)
# 24 Other: add Ogana, H. (LDP); Sonoda, S. (LDP); Fujita, M. (LDP); Tazawa, K. (LDP)
# 25 Other: add Shibuya, N. (LDP); Tanaka, R. (LDP); Mihara, A. (LDP); Nakano, S. (LDP)
# 26 Other: add Ito, M. (LDP); Obuchi, K. (LDP); Sonoda, S. (LDP)
# 27 Other: add Miyazawa, K. (LDP); Hara, K. (LDP)
# 28 Other: add Gotoda, M. (LDP); Kato, K. (LDP); Saito, J. (LDP)
# 29 Other: add Fujinami, T. (LDP); Inamura, S. (LDP); Nakanishi, I. (LDP); Mogushi, T. (LDP)
# 30 Other: add Fujinami, T. (LDP); Gotoda, M. (LDP); Kawamoto, K. (LDP); Komoto, T. (LDP); Mogushi, T. (LDP)
# 31 Other: add Gotoda, M. (LDP); Tamaki, K. (LDP); Watanuki, T. (LDP)
# 32 Other: add Obuchi, K. (LDP); Takatori, O. (LDP); Kasuya, S. (LDP); Okuno, S. (LDP)
# 33 Other: add Shiokawa, M. (LDP); Ikeda, Y. (LDP); Inone, K. (LDP); Nonaka, E. (LDP)
# 34 Other: add Yamashita, T. (LDP); Mizuno, K. (LDP); Abe, F. (LDP)
























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 20.11.45 28.02.47 466 x 3 CSP 25 SDP 11 DP 9 CP 5 1 8 Dupong, P. (CSP)
2 01.03.47 13.07.48 501 1 2 CSP 25 DP 9 1 7 Dupong, P. (CSP)
3 14.07.48 02.07.51 1084 1 2 CSP 22 DP 9 1 7 Dupong, P. (CSP)
4 03.07.51 28.12.53 910 3 2 CSP 21 SDP 18 3 6 Dupong, P. (CSP)
5 29.12.53 28.06.54 182 1 2 CSP 21 SDP 18 3 6 Bech, J. (CSP)
6 29.06.54 28.03.58 1369 2 2 CSP 26 SDP 17 3 8 Bech, J. (CSP)
7 29.03.58 24.02.59 333 4 2 CSP 26 SDP 17 3 8 Frieden, P. (CSP)
8 25.02.59 17.07.64 1970 1 2 CSP 21 DP 11 1 7 Werner, P. (CSP)
9 18.07.64 03.01.67 900 5 2 CSP 22 SDP 21 3 8 Werner, P. (CSP)
10 04.01.67 30.01.69 758 4 2 CSP 22 SDP 21 3 8 Werner, P. (CSP)
11 31.01.69 14.06.74 1961 1 2 CSP 21 DP 11 1 7 Werner, P. (CSP)
12 15.06.74 14.07.79 1856 1 2 DP 14 SDP 17 3 8 Thorn, G. (DP)
13 15.07.79 19.07.84 1832 1 2 CSP 24 DP 15 1 9 Werner, P. (CSP)
14 20.07.84 13.07.89 1818 1 2 CSP 25 SDP 21 3 9 Santer, J. (CSP)
15 14.07.89 12.07.94 1823 1 2 CSP 22 SDP 18 3 10 Santer, J. (CSP)
16 13.07.94 25.01.95 409 2 2 CSP 21 SDP 17 3 10 Santer, J. (CSP)
17 26.01.95 2 CSP 21 SDP 17 3 10 Juncker, J.C. (CSP)
Gov 1: Reason for Termination unknown.
Changes/corrections pp. 84–86:
page 85


























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 Py5 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 03.07.46 06.08.48 766 1 2 KVP 32 PvdA 29 3 13 Beel, L.J.M. (KVP)
2 07.08.48 14.03.51 950 5 3 KVP 32 PvdA 27 VVD 8 CHU 9 3 16 Drees, W. (PvdA)
3 15.03.51 01.09.52 537 1 3 KVP 32 PvdA 27 VVD 8 CHU 9 3 15 Drees, W. (PvdA
4 02.0.952 12.10.56 1502 1 3 KVP 30 PvdA 30 ARP 12 CHU 9 3 18 Drees, W. (PvdA)
5 13.10.56 21.12.58 800 5 3 KVP 49 PvdA 50 ARP 15 CHU 13 3 15 Drees, W. (PvdA)
6 22.12.58 18.05.59 148 1 6 KVP 49 ARP 15 CHU 13 1 10 Beel, L.J.M. (KVP)
7 19.05.59 23.07.63 1527 1 3 KVP 49 ARP 14 CHU 12 VVD 19 1 13 Quay, J.E. de (KVP)
8 24.07.63 26.04.65 643 4 3 KVP 50 ARP 13 CHU 13 VVD 16 1 13 Marijnen, V.G.M. (KVP)
9 27.04.65 21.11.66 574 5 3 KVP 50 PvdA 43 ARP 13 3 14 Cals, J.M.L.Th. (KVP)
10 22.11.66 02.04.67 132 1 6 KVP 50 ARP 13 1 13 Zijlstra, J. (ARP)
11 03.04.67 05.07.71 1555 1 2 KVP 42 ARP 15 CHU 12 VVD 17 1 14 Jong, P.J.S. de (KVP)
12 06.07.71 16.08.72 408 4 2 KVP 35 ARP 13 CHU 10 VVD 16 DS70 8 1 16 Biesheuvel, B.W. (ARP)
13 17.08.72 10.05.73 267 1 6 KVP 35 ARP 13 CHU 10 VVD 16 1 14 Biesheuvel, B.W. (ARP)
14 11.05.73 18.12.77 1683 4 3 KVP 27 PvdA 43 ARP 14 D66 6 PPR 7 3 16 Uyl, J.M. den (PvdA)
15 19.12.77 10.09.81 1362 1 2 CDA 49 VVD 28 1 16 Agt, A.A.M. van (CDA)
16 11.09.81 28.05.82 260 4 3 CDA 48 PvdA 44 D66 17 3 15 Agt, A.A.M. van (CDA)
17 29.05.82 03.11.82 159 1 6 CDA 48 D66 17 2 14 Agt, A.A.M. van (CDA)
18 04.11.82 13.07.86 1348 1 2 CDA 45 VVD 36 1 14 Lubbers, R.F.M. (CDA)
19 14.07.86 06.11.89 1212 5 2 CDA 54 VVD 27 1 14 Lubbers, R.F.M. (CDA)
20 07.11.89 21.08.94 1749 1 2 CDA 54 PvdA 49 3 14 Lubbers, R.F.M. (CDA)
21 22.08.94 2 PVDA 37 VVD 31 D66 24 3 14 Kok, W. (PvdA)
The 1993 Edition contained one government (# 17) which has been deleted. Although it offered its resignation (03.11.81), the
next government composition was exactly the same as the preceding one (# 16). Hence, row 17 in p. 87–89 should be deleted
(without loss of information).
Changes/corrections pp. 87–89:
page 87
# 1 Foreign Aff: Boetzelaar van O., C. van (NONA)
# 4 Foreign Aff: Beijen, J.W. (NONA)
# 6 Justice: Struijken, A.A.M. (KVP)
# 9 Interior: Smallenbroek, J. (ARP)
# Interior: Verdam, P.J. (ARP); Justice: Struijken, A.A.M. (KVP)
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Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 20.12.46 07.12.49 1084 1 1 LAB 42 5 13 Fraser, P. (LAB)
2 08.12.49 18.09.51 650 1 1 NP 46 1 13 Holland, S.G. (NP)
3 19.09.51 25.11.54 1164 1 1 NP 50 1 13 Holland, S.G. (NP)
4 26.11.54 25.09.57 1035 2 1 NP 45 1 16 Holland, S.G. (NP)
5 26.09.57 11.12.57 77 1 1 NP 45 2 15 Holyoake, K.J. (NP)
6 12.12.57 11.12.60 1096 1 1 LAB 41 5 16 Nash, W. (LAB)
7 12.12.60 19.12.63 1103 1 1 NP 46 1 16 Holyoake, K.J. (NP)
8 20.12.63 11.12.66 1088 1 1 NP 45 1 16 Holyoake, K.J. (NP)
9 12.12.66 21.12.69 1106 1 1 NP 44 1 16 Holyoake, K.J. (NP)
10 22.12.69 08.02.72 779 2 1 NP 45 1 17 Holyoake, K.J. (NP)
11 09.02.72 07.12.72 303 1 1 NP 45 2 18 Marshall, J.R. (NP)
12 08.12.72 09.09.74 641 3 1 LAB 55 5 20 Kirk, N. (LAB)
13 10.09.74 11.12.75 458 1 1 LAB 55 4 20 Rowling, W.E. (LAB)
14 12.12.75 12.12.78 1097 1 1 NP 55 1 19 Muldoon, R.D. (NP)
15 13.12.78 10.12.81 1094 1 1 NP 50 1 17 Muldoon, R.D. (NP)
16 11.12.81 25.07.84 958 1 1 NP 47 1 19 Muldoon, R.D. (NP)
17 26.07.84 18.08.87 1119 1 1 LAB 56 5 20 Lange, D. (LAB)
18 19.08.87 10.08.89 723 2 1 LAB 58 5 19 Lange, D. (LAB)
19 11.08.89 13.07.86 1211 5 1 LAB 58 5 19 Palmer, G. (LAB)
20 14.07.86 04.09.90 390 2 1 LAB 58 5 19 Palmer, G. (LAB)
21 05.09.90 01.11.90 57 1 1 LAB 58 5 19 Moore, M. (LAB)
22 02.11.90 27.11.93 1102 1 1 NP 68 1 20 Bolger, J.B. (NP)
23 28.11.93 29.06.95 478 1 1 NP 50 1 20 Bolger, J.B. (NP)
24 30.06.95 27.02.96 238 x 2 NP 49 ROC 1 1 23 Bolger, J.B. (NP)
25 28.02.96 12.10.96 226 1 2 NP 43 [UP 7] 1 23 Bolger, J.B. (NP)
Gov 24: ROC is breakaway faction of NP; Reason for Termination is broadening of the coalition
Gov 25: UP is a formation of former MP’s of Labour and NP which supported the government.
Changes/corrections pp. 90–93:
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Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 01.11.45 09.10.49 1439 1 1 AP 76 5 14 Gerhardsen, E. (AP)
2 10.10.49 15.11.51 766 3 1 AP 85 5 14 Gerhardsen, E. (AP)
3 16.11.51 11.10.53 695 1 1 AP 85 5 13 Torp, O. (AP)
4 12.10.53 20.01.55 466 2 1 AP 77 5 13 Torp, O. (AP)
5 21.01.55 06.10.57 990 1 1 AP 77 5 13 Gerhardsen, E. (AP)
6 07.10.57 10.09.61 1435 1 1 AP 78 5 15 Gerhardsen, E. (AP)
7 11.09.61 26.08.63 715 5 4 AP 74 5 15 Gerhardsen, E. (AP)
8 27.08.63 23.09.63 28 5 5 CP 16 CPP 15 CON 29 LIB 14 1 15 Lyng, J. (CON)
9 24.09.63 10.10.65 750 1 4 AP 74 5 15 Gerhardsen, E. (AP)
10 11.10.65 06.09.69 1426 1 2 CP 18 CPP 13 CON 31 LIB 18 1 15 Borten, P. (CP)
11 07.09.69 12.03.71 552 4 2 CP 20 CPP 14 CON 29 LIB 13 1 15 Borten, P. (CP)
12 13.03.71 17.10.72 585 2 4 AP 74 4 15 Brattelli, T. (AP)
13 18.10.72 15.10.73 363 1 5 CP 20 CPP 14 LIB 13 2 15 Korvald, L. (CPP)
14 16.10.73 11.01.76 818 2 4 AP 62 5 15 Brattelli, T. (AP)
15 12.01.76 11.09.77 609 1 4 AP 62 5 16 Nordli, 0. (AP)
16 12.09.77 03.02.81 1241 3 4 AP 76 5 16 Nordli, 0. (AP)
17 04.02.81 13.10.81 252 1 4 AP 76 4 17 *Harlem Brundtland G. (AP)
18 14.10.81 07.06.83 602 2 4 CON 54 1 18 Willoch, K. (CON)
19 08.06.83 25.11.85 902 1 2 CP 11 CPP 15 CON 54 1 18 Willoch, K. (CON)
20 26.11.85 08.05.86 164 1 5 CP 12 CPP 16 CON 50 1 18 Willoch, K. (CON)
21 09.05.86 15.10.89 1256 1 4 AP 71 5 18 *Harlem Brundtland G. (AP)
22 16.10.89 02.11.90 383 5 5 CP 11 CPP 14 CON 37 1 18 Syse, J. (CON)
23 03.11.90 14.09.93 1037 1 4 AP 63 5 19 *Harlem Brundtland G. (AP)
24 07.10.93 4 AP 67 5 18 *Harlem Brundtland, G. (AP)
Changes/corrections pp. 94–97:
page 95
# 19/20 Education: Bondevik, K.M. (CPP)
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Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 11.10.46 27.10.48 748 1 1 SDA 115 5 16 Erlander, T. (SDA)
2 28.10.48 29.09.51 1067 x 4 SDA 112 5 19 Erlander, T. (SDA)
3 30.09.51 20.09.52 357 1 2 SDA 112 BF/CP 30 4 16 Erlander, T. (SDA)
4 21.09.52 25.09.56 1466 1 2 SDA 110 BF/CP 26 4 16 Erlander, T. (SDA)
5 26.09.56 29.10.57 399 4 2 SDA 106 BF/CP 19 4 17 Erlander, T. (SDA)
6 30.10.57 01.06.58 215 1 4 SDA 106 5 15 Erlander, T. (SDA)
7 02.06.58 30.09.60 852 1 4 SDA 111 5 15 Erlander, T. (SDA)
8 01.10.60 03.10.64 1464 1 4 SDA 114 5 14 Erlander, T. (SDA)
9 04.10.64 28.09.68 1456 1 4 SDA 113 5 16 Erlander, T. (SDA)
10 29.09.68 14.10.69 381 2 1 SDA 125 5 17 Erlander, T. (SDA)
11 15.10.69 28.09.70 349 1 1 SDA 125 5 19 Palme, O. (SDA)
12 29.09.70 30.10.73 1128 1 4 SDA 163 5 19 Palme, O. (SDA)
13 31.10.73 06.10.76 1072 1 4 SDA 156 5 18 Palme, O. (SDA)
14 04.10.76 05.10.78 732 4 2 CP 86 FP 39 MUP 55 1 20 Fälldin, T. (CP)
15 13.10.78 11.10.79 364 1 4 FP 39 1 19 Ullsten, 0. (FP)
16 12.10.79 21.05.81 588 4 2 CP 64 FP 38 MUP 73 1 21 Fälldin, T. (CP)
17 22.05.81 07.10.82 504 1 5 FP 38 CP 64 1 18 Fälldin, T. (CP)
18 08.10.82 03.10.85 1091 1 4 SDA 166 5 20 Palme, O. (SDA)
19 04.10.85 28.02.86 148 x 4 SDA 159 5 21 Palme, O. (SDA)
20 01.03.86 03.10.88 947 1 4 SDA 159 5 20 Carlsson, I. (SDA)
21 04.10.88 26.02.90 511 5 4 SDA 156 5 21 Carlsson, I. (SDA)
22 27.02.90 02.10.91 583 1 4 SDA 156 5 22 Carlsson, I. (SDA)
23 03.10.91 05.10.94 1099 1 5 MUP 80 FP 26 KDS 26 CP 31 1 21 Bildt, C. (MUP)
24 06.10.94 4 SDA 161 5 22 Carlsson, I. (SDA)
Gov 2: Reason for Termination is broadening of coalition, Agrarian party (later CP) joined government.


























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 14.12.44 12.12.45 364 1 3 SVP 22 FDP 47 CVP 43 SP 55 2 7 Steiger, E. von (SVP)
2 13.12.45 11.12.46 364 1 3 SVP 22 FDP 47 CVP 43 SP 55 2 7 Kobelt, K. (FDP)
3 12.12.46 10.12.47 364 1 3 SVP 22 FDP 47 CVP 43 SP 55 2 7 Etter, P. (CVP)
4 11.12.47 15.12.48 371 1 3 SVP 21 FDP 52 CVP 44 SP 48 2 7 Celio, E. (CVP)
5 16.12.48 14.12.49 364 1 3 SVP 21 FDP 52 CVP 44 SP 48 2 7 Nobs, E. (SP)
6 15.12.49 13.12.50 364 1 3 SVP 21 FDP 52 CVP 44 SP 48 2 7 Petitpierre, M. (FDP)
7 14.12.50 12.12.51 364 1 3 SVP 21 FDP 52 CVP 44 SP 48 2 7 Steiger, E. von (SVP)
8 13.12.51 10.12.52 364 1 3 SVP 23 FDP 51 CVP 48 SP 49 2 7 Kobelt, K. (FDP)
9 11.12.52 21.12.53 376 1 3 SVP 23 FDP 51 CVP 48 SP 49 2 7 Etter, P. (CVP)
10 22.12.53 15.12.54 359 1 2 SVP 23 FDP 51 CVP 48 1 7 Rubattel, R. (FDP)
11 16.12.54 14.12.55 364 1 2 SVP 23 FDP 51 CVP 48 1 7 Petitpierre, M. (FDP)
12 15.12.55 12.12.56 364 1 2 SVP 22 FDP 50 CVP 47 1 7 Feldmann, M. (SVP)
13 13.12.56 11.12.57 364 1 2 SVP 22 FDP 50 CVP 47 1 7 Streuli, H. (FDP)
14 12.12.57 10.12.58 364 1 2 SVP 22 FDP 50 CVP 47 1 7 Holenstein, T. (CVP)
15 11.12.58 16.12.59 370 1 2 SVP 22 FDP 50 CVP 47 1 7 Chaudet, P. (FDP)
16 17.12.59 14.12.60 364 1 3 SVP 23 FDP 51 CVP 47 SP 51 2 7 Petitpierre, M. (FDP)
17 15.12.60 13.12.61 364 1 3 SVP 23 FDP 51 CVP 47 SP 51 2 7 Wahlen, F. (SVP)
18 14.12.61 12.12.62 364 1 3 SVP 23 FDP 51 CVP 47 SP 51 2 7 Chaudet, P. (FDP)
19 13.12.62 11.12.63 364 1 3 SVP 23 FDP 51 CVP 47 SP 51 2 7 Spühler, W. (SP)
20 12.12.63 09.12.64 364 1 3 SVP 22 FDP 51 CVP 48 SP 53 2 7 Moos, L. von (CVP)
21 10.12.64 07.12.65 363 1 3 SVP 22 FDP 51 CVP 48 SP 53 2 7 Tschudi, H.-P. (SP)
22 08.12.65 13.12.66 371 1 3 SVP 22 FDP 51 CVP 48 SP 53 2 7 Schaffner, H. (FDP)
23 14.12.66 29.12.67 381 1 3 SVP 22 FDP 51 CVP 48 SP 53 2 7 Bonvin, R. (CVP)
24 30.12.67 30.12.68 367 1 3 SVP 21 FDP 49 CVP 45 SP 51 2 7 Spühler, W. (SP)
25 31.12.68 01.02.70 398 1 3 SVP 21 FDP 49 CVP 45 SP 51 2 7 Moos, L. von (CVP)
























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 Py2 Py3 Py4 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
27 09.12.70 07.12.71 364 1 3 SVP 21 FDP 49 CVP 45 SP 51 2 7 Gnägi, R. (SVP)
28 08.12.71 05.12.72 364 1 3 SVP 21 FDP 49 CVP 44 SP 46 2 7 Celio, N. (FDP)
29 06.12.72 20.12.73 380 1 3 SVP 21 FDP 49 CVP 44 SP 46 2 7 Bonvin, R. (CVP)
30 21.12.73 03.12.74 348 1 3 SVP 21 FDP 49 CVP 44 SP 46 2 7 Brugger, E. (FDP)
31 04.12.74 09.12.75 371 1 3 SVP 21 FDP 49 CVP 44 SP 46 2 7 Graber, P. (SP)
32 10.12.75 30.12.76 387 1 3 SVP 21 FDP 47 CVP 46 SP 55 2 7 Gnägi, R. (SVP)
33 31.12.67 06.12.77 341 1 3 SVP 21 FDP 47 CVP 46 SP 55 2 7 Furgler, K. (CVP)
34 07.12.77 30.12.78 389 1 3 SVP 21 FDP 47 CVP 46 SP 55 2 7 Ritschard, W. (SP)
35 31.12.78 26.12.79 361 1 3 SVP 23 FDP 51 CVP 44 SP 51 2 7 Hürlimann, H. (CVP)
36 27.12.79 30.12.80 370 1 3 SVP 23 FDP 51 CVP 44 SP 51 2 7 Chevallaz, G.-A. (FDP)
37 31.12.80 30.12.81 365 1 3 SVP 23 FDP 51 CVP 44 SP 51 2 7 Furgler, K. (CVP)
38 31.12.81 20.12.82 355 1 3 SVP 23 FDP 51 CVP 44 SP 51 2 7 Honegger, F. (FDP)
39 21.12.82 18.12.83 363 1 3 SVP 23 FDP 51 CVP 44 SP 51 2 7 Aubert, P. (SP)
40 19.12.83 04.12.84 352 1 3 SVP 23 FDP 54 CVP 42 SP 47 2 7 Schlumpf, L. (SVP)
41 05.12.84 10.12.85 371 1 3 SVP 23 FDP 54 CVP 42 SP 47 2 7 Furgler, K. (CVP)
42 11.12.85 09.12.86 364 1 3 SVP 23 FDP 54 CVP 42 SP 47 2 7 Egli, A. (CVP)
43 10.12.86 08.12.87 364 1 3 SVP 23 FDP 54 CVP 42 SP 47 2 7 Aubert, P. (SP)
44 09.12.87 06.12.88 364 1 3 SVP 25 FDP 51 CVP 42 SP 41 2 7 Stich, O. (SP)
45 07.12.88 05.12.89 364 1 3 SVP 25 FDP 51 CVP 42 SP 41 2 7 Delamuraz, J.-P. (FDP)
46 06.12.89 30.12.90 390 1 3 SVP 25 FDP 51 CVP 42 SP 41 2 7 Koller, A. (CVP)
47 31.12.90 03.12.91 338 1 3 SVP 25 FDP 51 CVP 42 SP 41 2 7 Cotti, F. (CVP)
48 04.12.91 08.12.92 370 1 3 SVP 25 FDP 44 CVP 36 SP 42 2 7 Felber, R. (SP)
49 09.12.92 07.12.93 363 1 3 SVP 25 FDP 44 CVP 36 SP 42 2 7 Ogi, A. (SP)
50 08.12.93 06.12.94 363 1 3 SVP 25 FDP 44 CVP 36 SP 42 2 7 Stich, O. (SP)
51 07.12.94 12.12.95 370 1 3 SVP 25 FDP 44 CVP 36 SP 42 2 7 Villiger, K. (FDP)
52 13.12.95 3 SVP 29 FDP 45 CVP 34 SP 54 2 7 Delamuraz, J.-P. (FDP)



























Gov Begin End Dur RfT ToG Py1 CPG NoM Prime Minister (py)
1 26.07.45 27.02.50 1678 1 1 LAB 392 5 33 Atlee, C.R. (LAB)
2 28.02.50 25.10.51 605 1 1 LAB 315 5 18 Atlee, C.R. (LAB)
3 26.10.51 05.04.55 1258 2 1 CON 321 1 16 Churchill, W. (CON)
4 06.04.55 26.05.55 51 1 1 CON 345 1 17 Eden, A. (CON)
5 27.05.55 09.01.57 594 3 1 CON 345 1 17 Eden, A. (CON)
6 10.01.57 14.10.59 1008 1 1 CON 365 1 18 MacMillan, H. (CON)
7 15.10.59 18.10.63 1465 3 1 CON 365 1 19 MacMillan, H. (CON)
8 19.10.63 16.10.64 364 1 1 CON 365 1 23 Douglas-Home, A. (CON)
9 17.10.64 05.04.66 536 1 1 LAB 317 5 23 Wilson, H. (LAB)
10 06.04.66 19.06.70 1536 1 1 LAB 363 5 23 Wilson, H. (LAB)
11 20.06.70 04.03.74 1354 1 1 CON 330 1 18 Heath, E. (CON)
12 05.03.74 17.10.74 227 1 4 LAB 301 5 20 Wilson, H. (LAB)
13 18.10.74 05.04.76 536 2 1 LAB 319 5 23 Wilson, H. (LAB)
14 06.04.76 04.05.79 1124 1 1 LAB 319 5 16 Callaghan, J. (LAB)
15 05.05.79 11.06.83 1499 1 1 CON 339 1 22 *Thatcher, M. (CON)
16 12.06.83 12.06.87 1462 1 1 CON 397 1 21 *Thatcher, M. (CON)
17 13.06.87 27.11.90 1264 2 1 CON 367 1 21 *Thatcher, M. (CON)
18 28.11.90 10.04.92 500 1 1 CON 376 1 22 Major, J. (CON)
19 11.04.92 1 CON 336 1 23 Major, J. (CON)
